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1. Introduction

Food is fundamental to the survival of humans. Everyone needs to eat. Food is also a key area
in which we interact with our environment. We rely on the environment for 100% of our food,
either from the soil or the oceans and rivers. The relationship we have with the environment
through the food supply has been transformed throughout the existence of humankind. The
first shift, and maybe still the most significant, was the transition to agriculture 10,000 years
ago. This thesis will focus on more recent and, as this thesis will argue, alarming developments
we have witnessed in the last century. These developments are characterised by the increasing
commodification of food and food supply under the ethos of capitalism and neoliberalism.
Food has been redefined as a mere commodity for mass consumption in global markets, with
its many non-economic meanings discarded, a process I will call commodification. The food
system1 in turn has lost track of its first goal, to provide the world’s human population with a
secure food supply (Ericksen 2008; Eakin et al. 2017), and is increasingly used as a means for
extracting profit and accumulation (Zerbe 2019). In such a food system, extracting and
maximizing profit trumps feeding the current and future world populations in a sustainable
and equitable way. As a result, the natural foundations of food production – soil, water and
biodiversity – are being eroded and planetary boundaries (Rockström et al. 2009) are being
crossed in favor of short-term yield and profit increases. There is also a social cost, the
concentration of power of big actors in the food system leaves certain groups vulnerable with
little sovereignty (Rundgren 2016). The environment is greatly affected by the way we obtain
food from it, and that in turn greatly affects us and our food supply. Current farming practices
and diets erode the environmental foundation and services on which they heavily depend. This
was illustrated very well in a recently published United Nations report by the International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on land use in August 2019 (IPCC 2019). The report
identifies the food system as one of the major contributors to global emissions while also
stressing the disastrous effects climate change will have on food production (IPCC 2019;
McKie 2019).

1.1. Questions and aims
The aim of this thesis is firstly to demonstrate the commodification of food and its effects in
the conventional food system. However, recognising the negative effects of commodification
begs the question what it means to go into the other direction: to decommodify food. This is
the question and conversation I will delve into in the second part of this thesis. Is it possible
to decommodify food when this perspective is so ingrained in the current capitalistic
worldview? What does it mean to decommodify food and what does that look like? To explore

1

The food system is defined by Ericksen (2008) as the ‘interactions between and within biogeophysical and human environments, which determine a set of activities’. Those activities, which comprises everything from production to consumption,
and lastly the outcomes of the activities (such as food security and environmental degradation). Food system activities are
the chain of activities that bring food to our plate. They can be divided up into four categories: (1) the production of food, (2)
processing and packaging of food, (3) distributing and retailing of food and (4) consuming food (Ericksen 2008). I will use
these categories when describing the drivers of commodification.
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these questions I will focus in on a group of people who might actively be working towards
the decommodification of food: farmers who run Community Supported Agriculture farms. I
choose Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) as a case study because it is a model for
food production and consumption that rejects the current direction of the food system. CSA is
a model by which community and farmer support each other, taking up and sharing the risks
and benefits of food production together. CSA is part of the broader Alternative Food
Networks (AFNs). The failing of the global food system has not gone unnoticed, and
initiatives have been created around the world who set themselves apart from the conventional
food sytem. They are grouped together under the name of AFNs. CSA is just one kind of AFN,
but what makes CSA interesting compared to other intiatives for the case of
decommodification is the commons perspective (Vivero-Pol 2017). A commons perspective
contrasts sharply with the profit motive, it focusses in the first place on the common good
instead of personal gain and cooperation instead of competition. It seems in that way a good
place to look for decommodification. Is the commons perspective of CSA able to bring the
other, non-economic, dimensions of food back into view? The rebirth of the commons idea in
recent times is often related to negligence and laxness on part of the state. The
commodification and privatization of food and water has been on the forefront where
commons are used as defense against increasing enchroament of privatisation and the market
economy (Kuhk et al. 2018; Vivero Pol et al. 2019). Wanting to understand the motivation
and perspectives of practioners of CSA on (de)commodification, I conducted six semistructured qualitative interviews wit farmers from six CSA farms, three in the middle of
Sweden and three in Flanders, the Northern part of Belgium.

1.2. Structure
First, I will explore the concepts of commodification and decommodification in Chapter 2. I
will define them and examine their theoretical background. I will then apply (de)commodification to food and the food system, what does it mean for food to be commodified? In Chapter
3 I will look closer at the historical process of commodification, how has food become decommodified in the last 100 years? What are the drivers behind commodification? I will focus
here on four distinct but interrelated process which shape and have shaped the food system:
industrialisation, trade liberalisation, corporatisation and financialisation. These first two
chapters are the result of a literature study. Next, I will focus on the countermovement to
commodification: decommodification. In Chapter 4, I discuss two perspectives on food that
diverge from the conventional, commodified food system: food as a commons and alternative
food networks. The following chapters are devoted to the case study of Community Suppported Agriculture. First a short introduction and background on the model as well as an descriptions used to conduct and analysis the interviews in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 and 7 I discuss and thematise the six interviews. First, I explore why farmers choose CSA, how do they
view the model and what motivated them personally to put their time in such a model. Secondly, I discuss how CSA farmers see their practices as different from the conventional system
and how they are still influenced by its wider sphere. I finish the thesis with a discussion.
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2. Double movement: commodification & decommodification

2.1. From commodification to decommodification
2.1.1 Commodification: what’s in a name
Commodification in simple terms is the process of turning something into a commodity. So
what is a commodity? This depends, as the term has been deployed in a variety of contexts. I
will look at two definitions: a generic one and one with implications relevant for this thesis.
In the first place, a commodity is broadly defined as anything that is tradable and has value on
a market, often in bulk (Merriam-Webster n.d.; Prudham 2009). According to this definition,
food has been a commodity for a long time in history. In the Roman Empire for instance, food,
from staple food items like grain and wine to more luxurious food items, were traded
extensively (Livarda 2011; Erdkamp and Holleran, 2019). A more relevant definition for the
topic of commodification of food has been put forward by Karl Polanyi: ‘an object produced
for sale on the market’ (Polanyi 1944 via Prudham 2009). It is a simple definition but reveals
the intent behind the production of the object: it is not just that the object happens to be
exchangable on the market (as in the broad definition), but the object is produced with the
motivation to exchange it (Prudham 2009). Here the Marxist distinction between use value
and exchange value is relevant. Use value is the value of something in satifying a need or
want; exchange value is the value of something on the market, in other words how much other
goods one could get for it in return on the market (Peredo and McLean 2019). This connotation
is also present in the definition of commodification in the Oxford Dictionary: ‘the action of
treating something as a mere commodity’ (Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). This is a more normative
(value-laden) definition than the one I formulated at the beginning of this paragraph; by adding
‘mere’ and using the verb ‘to treat’. This, in my opinion, highlights two important aspects of
commodification. Firstly, the qualifier ‘mere’ suggests the insignificance of the commodified
object. As the object is reduced to a commodity, its other values and purposes are becoming
irrelevant. Secondly, the use of the verb ‘to treat’ highlights that this reduction is thrust upon
the object. It is not inherent to the object to have no value past its tradability; it is only treated
and constructed as such. Commodification entails thus both a reduction and a construction.
As opposed to the generic definition of a commodity, the commodification of food in the
normative sense has been a more recent phenonemon, this historic process I will discuss in
chapter 3.

2.1.2 Marx & Polanyi
Two influential thinkers on commodification and decommodification are Karl Marx and Karl
Polanyi. They mainly define and discuss commodification, but in their critique do offer some
insight on what de-commodification could mean. Both Marx’s notion of ‘commodity
fetishism’ and Polanyi’s ‘fictitious commodities’ underline that commodification is a
construction and therefore can be undone or reversed. Marx, first of all, defined and criticised
‘commodity fetishism’. Marx used this concept to describe what he saw as ‘the cloak of
mystery’ commodities sustain when they are exchanged on the marketplace (Kosoy and
Corbera 2010). The social and environmental relations of production are hidden, and the
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commodity itself acquires values independent from its production (Prudham 2009; Kosoy and
Corbera 2010). According to Marx, this happens when the economic focus is put on its use
value (Kosoy and Corbera 2010; Gerber and Gerber 2017).
Karl Polanyi is an economic historian, who is often cited in critiques on commodification. In
his book ‘The Great Transformation’ (1944) he describes the emergence of market society
(Polanyi 1944). This society, where the market economy dominates livelihoods, was a new
phenomenon according to Polanyi (Kuhk et al. 2018; Peredo and McLean 2019). Although
economies and markets had existed for a very long time, an economy controlled by markets
was a modern invention (Peredo and McLean 2019). Polanyi called the modern economic
system a ‘disembedded economy’: whereas previously the economy was governed by society,
now society was governed by economy (Peredo and McLean 2019). The market became a
way of organising society instead of a place where resources and products were exchanged
(Kuhk et al. 2018; Zerbe 2019). Polanyi illustrated his thesis by looking at the
commodification of labour (people), land (nature) and money, as a necessary condition for a
market society to emerge (Zerbe 2019; Peredo and McLean 2019). Polanyi labeled the
commodification of thesel resources ‘fictitious commodities’ (Peredo and McLean 2019;
Prudham 2009) as labour and land are not produced at all and money is a social convention
(Peredo and McLean 2019; Prudham 2009). Fictitious commodities reflect a social agreement
that is constitutive for market societies (Peredo and McLean 2019).
However, according to Polanyi an economy could not be completely disembedded, as the
market society was more of a theoretical ideal type (Zerbe 2019) and ‘to allow the market
mechanism to be the sole director of the fate of human beings and their natural environment
indeed […] would result in the demolition of society’ (Polanyi 1944 in Peredo and McLean
2019). Therefore commodification is always incomplete, because it triggers a
countermovement as society instinctively tries to protect itself from the market and the effects
of commodification, including the attempt to commodify the ‘fictitious commodities’ (Peredo
and McLean 2019). For this reason I am also here using the term degrees of commodification.
The dynamic of commodification and its counteraction is what Polanyi called the ‘double
movement’: intensified commodification and the movement to self-regulating markets
provoke its countermovement, sparked by the inevitable illeffects and threats created by
commodification (Peredo and McLean 2019; Iannuzzi 2018). Initiatives that stimulate
decommodification are defined as such a countermovement in this thesis. It’s the double
movement of commodification and its opponents that keep the economy from completely
disembedding.
Decommodification as opposed to commodification is a less established concept. To illustrate
this in relation to the topic of food: the Google query of ‘commodification AND food’ results
in about 1 670 000 hits (as of october 2019), with several academic sources on the first page.
The Google query ‘decommodification AND food’ on the other hand only generates about 64
300 hits. One field in which the concept of decommodification had been actively used is the
political science of the welfare state. Esping-Andersen’s work ‘The Three Worlds of Welfare
Capitalism’ (1990) is notable here. In the context of political science, decommodification has
been defined as ‘the strength of social entitlements’ and thus the degree of immunisation from
market dependency (Gerber and Gerber 2017) and a process that results in in ‘the reduction
of scope and influence of the market in everyday life’ (Mayhew 2015). Decommodification is
in essence the opposite of commodification. Decommodification ‘seeks to get out of the logic
of the market, characterized by monetary valuation and exchange’ (Gerber and Gerber 2017).
Instead, decommodification reunites economy and society (Peredo and McLean 2019). To
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return to the concepts of use value and exchange value, simply put: within commodification,
the exchange value dominates, while decommodification wants to put use value first (Gerber
and Gerber 2017).

2.2 (De)commodification in the food system
Commodification is about the status of food and subsequently how it is viewed by society.
Applying commodification to food and the food system has certain implications. On one hand,
food gets stripped of all its non-economic characteristics (such as necessity for survival, a
product of nature and earth, a human right, a part of culture). What is left is a product, sold
and traded on the world market to obtain private profit (Vivero-Pol et al. 2019a). From the
production side it means that food is produced in the first place for a world market, driven by
market-related consideration instead of the direct needs of a community (De Filippi and Vieira
2014). On the other hand, a food system governed by commodification (and by extension the
market), loses track of its original goal: to feed. Instead, to profit is put at the forefront (Zerbe
2019).
Commodification of food in the normative sense (as opposed to food being bought and sold
on markets as previously discussed) is a more recent phenomenon. It is mainly in the last
century with some accelerations around the 1970s with the birth of neoliberalism that food
increasingly has been reduced to a mere commodity. In the next chapter I will discuss the
drivers behind commodification as a historical process in more detail.
Commodification of food, perhaps because of the focus on economic value, produced an
abundance of cheap food. Never before has this much food been produced and people fed.
Food is also the cheapest it ever has been as part of household income in the western world
(McKittrick 2012). But this cheapness is paradoxical as the system that produces this food is
very costly at various points. As Roberts (2008) puts it, our cheap food is an elaborate buy
now, pay later scheme (Roberts 2008). The hidden costs of the food system are being paid for
in other areas or will be paid for in the future. Tax payers pay for the medical costs of dietrelated diseases like obesity. They also pay for environmental clean up caused by polluting
farming practices, allowed to continue due to lax regulation. They also pay for the huge
subsidies farmers receive and need in order to earn their livelihood producing food that has to
be as cheap as possible (Rundgren 2016; Roberts 2008). However, the biggest costs are yet
unpaid. Instead they will be paid for by future generations, a multigenerational loan with
interest. These costs are mainly based on the large scale environmental degradation of the
ecological foundation of agriculture (Rundgren 2016; Roberts 2008).
Under processes of commodification the food system has become increasingly more stretched
out and complex, creating a physical, but also mental distance between food production and
consumption (Clapp 2015). This is conveyed in that farmers have little idea who is eating their
food and consumers are no longer aware where their food comes from, how and by whom it
was produced (oa Clapp 2016). According to Vivero-Pol et al. (2019a): ‘this leads to neglect
social and relational properties of food, alongside an emphasis on cheap calories and the
dismissal of the ecological role of food systems in stewarding biodiversity and nature’s
inherent connection with society and the organization of the economy.’ (Vivero-pol et al.
2019a).
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3. The historical process of commodification

Commodification is a historical process. In this chapter I will discuss this in more detail by
identifying four mechanism that drive commodification of food: industrialisation, trade
liberalisation, corporatisation and financialisation. The selection of these mechanisms are
based on Jennifer Clapp’s research on food and the environment in which she uses comparable
concepts to describe the forces behind the expansion of the world food economy and the
growing distance in the food system (Clapp 2016), including but not limited to Clapp (2015)
“Distant Agricultural Landscapes” and Clapp (2016) “Food”. In this chapter I will use these
mechanisms to demonstrate how food became increasingly commodified in the last century
and how the food system has been shaped to what it is today by technological, institutional
and paradigmatic changes.

3.1. Industrialisation
Industrialisation is in essence a process of simplification and rationalisation to produce more
efficiently (Scott 1998; Fitzgerald 2003), the fundamental elements of efficiency being the use
of machines and standardising and specialising productions flows (Fitzgerald 2003). Industrialisation affects the food system at different points, from the transportation of goods around
the globe to the intensive processing of foodstuffs (McKittrick 2012). In this section, however,
I will mainly focus on the beginning of the assembly line with the industrialisation of agriculture, as this transformed our relationship with our food supply and environment significantly.
With the industrialisation of agriculture, ecological processes are simplified and replaced with
inputs, allowing the use of machinery and specialisation to increase efficiency and in turn
yields. Food production becomes disconnected from traditional biological constraints, which
was and is only possible by tapping into vast but unrenewable stocks of fossilised solar energy
(McKittrick 2012). The onset of industrialising agriculture happened in different stages, with
different components enforcing and depending on each other. There is not one innovation that
lays at the root of the entire industrialisation process but rather an interplay between distinct
elements (McKittrick 2012; Fitzgerald 2003). Some argue it was because of agriculture’s inherent roots in biological processes, that industrialisation was not a smooth process (Scott
1998). It is therefore difficult to identify one invention or event as the start of industrial agriculture. The main stage however was the US in the early 20th century with earlier waves of
intensification in the 19th century, mainly in Europe (McKittrick 2012; Moore 2015). From
there it spread and is still spreading to the rest of the World under the name of the famed Green
Revolution (Moore 2015; McKittrick 2012). The three crucial scientific and technological innovations that lie at the root of industrial agriculture are mechanisation, the development of
agrochemicals (the breakthrough being nitrogen fixation via the Haber-Bosch process in the
1910s) and improved crop and livestock varieties (Altieri 2000; McKittrick 2012). It is however important to note that industrialising agriculture was an active goal pursued by states,
reflected in their policies, and not a process that happened independently by the slow adoption
of technology by farmers. An overarching ethos of efficiency and rationality, or what Fitzgerald (2003) calls ‘an industrial logic’ was fundamental in changing the way farmers worked
the land (McKittrick 2012; Fitzgerald 2003). This ethos characterises the 20th century and
12

was applied to agriculture (McKittrick 2012; Scott 1998). States, experts and business people
hailed efficiency and preached the modernisation of farms, modelled after the image of the
success story of the factory (Fitzgerald 2003; McKittrick 2012). A favourable economic climate during and right after the war, policies and generous loans pushed in the direction of
high investments in agriculture (Fitzgerald 2003; McKittrick 2012).
Fitzgerald (2003) calls mechanisation the opening wedge of industrial agriculture. It was the
first step to reduce labour costs and increase yields which then required and made other developments possible. Machinery was expensive, to get full use out of it and make the expense
justifiable, farmers adapted their farming techniques (McKittrick 2012). For one, machines
favour uniformity as they are not able to make distinctions between different plants or the
different fruits of a plant. Instead they require a flat field with uniform plants and fruits
(McKittrick 2012; Scott 1998). So what follows are increased specialisation and monocultures
of ‘machine-friendly’ crops (Scott 1998; McKittrick 2012). Monocultures, however, are very
vulnerable to outbreaks of pests and diseases due to their low biodiversity (McKittrick 2012,
Weis 2007). The absence of intercropping furthermore leaves the soil exhausted and depleted
of essential nutrients such as nitrogen. These issues were remedied by excessive use of external inputs: herbicides and pesticides to keep pests at bay and fertilizers to replenish the soil
(McKittrick 2012). The last element is the genetic modification of crops, firstly to accommodate machinery as mentioned earlier to create uniform plants, and secondly to make them
receptive to certain inputs or alternatively resistant to other inputs (for example Round Up
Ready corn developed by Monsanto). Livestock was also subjected to a process of industrialisation in a similar fashion with the same three elements: mechanisation, selective breeding,
and use of external inputs. Rather than a mono-cropped field this culminated into uniform
animals with low genetic variation, bred to quickly mature and increase muscle mass, kept
mostly inside in big numbers to keep the fragile population safe from pests and disease with
the help of inputs in the form of specialised feed and antibiotics (McKittrick 2012). These
three elements - machines, agrochemicals and adapted varieties - are inseparable. It is not
possible to extract one of them as the other elements depend on it (McKittrick 2012). Industrialisation resulted in an agriculture that is seemingly less dependent on its biophysical basis,
but -a lot more- dependent on high capital investments, external inputs and finite resources
(Weis 2010; McKittrick 2012).
Industrialisation and commodification are two sides of the same coin, both holding up efficiency as a key goal. Industrialisation is mainly concerned by the question how yields can be
increased, and costs driven down. It has been very successful in its objective in the case of the
former. It can be said that thanks to the Green Revolution, that is the spread of industrial
agriculture around the world, food production has been able to keep pace with the exponential
population growth of the last century, avoiding Malthusian predictions (it is however hard to
say in hindsight if there were other possible ways this could have been achieved) (McKittrick
2012). More food is produced than ever before in history (McKittrick 2012). When it comes
to costs however, industrialised agriculture is very selective on the costs taken into account in
that equation: it is only the costs who have economic/monetary value in the current economic
system that are counted, such as for example labour costs (driving labour costs down one of
the main objectives of industrialisation) (Weis 2009, Scott 1998). The food system is riddled
with externalities: an abundance of other costs is un(der)valued and externalised, given little
attention until they start to undermine productivity (Scott 1998). These are costs like the deterioration and destruction of soil and biodiversity, the emissions of greenhouse gasses, pollution and toxification of the environment, the depletion of water sources and other vital ecosystem services for food production provided by the environment for free (Weis 2010; Scott
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1998). Industrial agriculture depletes its own resources, hollows out its own foundation, making it unsustainable in the long run (Weis 2010). It is what Scott (1998) calls the ‘systematic,
cyclopean short-sightedness of high-modernist agriculture that courts certain forms of failure.
Its rigorous attention to production goals casts into relative obscurity all the outcomes outside
the immediate relationship between farm inputs and yields’ (Scott 1998). For these reasons
some argue the heralded efficiency of industrial agriculture is unjustified. Taking into account
all the costs, the cheap food produced by it becomes a lot less cheap (the bill being paid by
taxpayers and future generations). Food produced per square metre and per farmer has increased significantly thanks to industrialisation. However, this has only been possible by tapping into other forms of energy. Put into calories, industrial agriculture becomes a lot less
energy efficient than it claims to be. In order to produce a calorie of food in the United States
in 1940, less than one calorie of energy was needed. By 1990, 2.3 calories were required to
produce that same calorie of food (McKittrick 2012). Food itself, furthermore, is now first and
foremost adapted to an industrialised process. Flavour, heritage, quality and nutritional value
come second to compatibility with machinery and external inputs (Scott 1998). The design of
plants via hybridisation and genetic modification is the most direct example of this. The idea
that a farm is the same as and should work the same way as a factory reduces food to a commodity.

3.2. Trade liberalisation
With trade liberalisation I describe the process of opening markets globally through
geopolitics. For this McMichael and Friedmann’s concept of ‘food regimes’ is a useful tool to
describe the different phases of the international food trade (for example Friedmann and
McMichael 1989). They identify three regimes that have held sway since 1870, each with
distinctiverules, regulations and normative frameworks that direct the production and
consumption of food globally through multilateral agreements (McMichael 2013). Before
1870 staple foods were generally not traded globally. This changed with the elimination of
protectionist policies and the resulting import of tropical foods and cheap staple crops from
the colonies to Europe (Clapp 2016; McMichael 2013). This establishment of a first global
market through colonialism is the first food regime, the colonial food regime. This regime
restructured food production, initiating the transition from a local to a global food system in
which food is produced for distant consumers.
The following food regime, taking place after World War II, flipped the first one in that food
production became largely a domestic affair in Western states, promoting national production
by subsidizing and shielding the agricultural sector from international competition (Winders
2009; Zerbe 2019). On the global level, however, free trade was still promoted (Zerbe 2019).
The flows of food also changed direction. Whereas food in the colonial regime was imported
from the colonies to the West, now Western countries, particularly the US, exported their
surpluses to developing nations (Winders 2009). This was the surplus food regime. During
this regime, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was created, the precursor
of the World Trade Organization (WTO). This agreement reduced tariffs on manufactured
goods, but agriculture was excluded, reflecting the interests of the United States, the world’s
superpower after World War II. This allowed the United States to keep their protectionist
policies on a domestic level (like heavily subsidising agricultural production) while
simultaneously permitting them to get rid of surpluses by donating or selling these cheap
agricultural commodities internationally (Zerbe 2019). The Marshall Plan was a manifestation
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of this, as was PL 480 (food aid policy for the developing world)2 (Weis 2007; Clapp 2016).
PL 480 however did not help support the local economy and agriculture of the recipients, as
the Marshall Plan did, instead it served the donor country by escaping storing costs, curtailing
the lowering of domestic food prices and opening up new international markets (it is reported
that 9 in 10 of importers of U.S. food in 1996 were food aid recipients before) (Clapp 2016
31-33, McMichael 2013, 32-36). In this way the surplus food regime further dislocated local
food systems, weakening local agricultural systems elsewhere in the world as they could not
compete with cheap imports stemming from heavily subsidised American agriculture, making
local communities dependent on the global food markets (McMichael 2013). Besides food,
the United States also exported the industrial agricultural model, developed during this regime
in an attempt to make developing countries more autonomous in their food production. This
was part of American Cold War strategy, as the assertion was that well-fed people are less
likely than hungry people to go for communism. This is one of the reasons that the
technological evolution of agriculture in the 20th century is dubbed the green revolution
(opposed to a red revolution) (McMichael 2013).
The current food regime, the neoliberal food regime, came into existence after global
economic crises during the 70s (largely because of oil-price shocks), which affected food
production significantly and ended the model based on surplus disposal and export to the
developing world due to sudden escalation of food prices and less availability for surplus on
global markets (McMichael 2013; Clapp 2016). This led to the enactment of neoliberal
policies such as the dismantling of many governmental programs supporting agriculture in the
1980s. The role of the state was reduced and the market given supremacy, similar as in the
colonial food regime (Zerbe 2019, McMichael 2013), in this case this supremacy is
consolidated in financialisation (see later in 3.4.). The multilateral agreement characterising
this regime is the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA) of 1994, part of the Uruguay GATT
negotiations. This agreement aimed to ‘liberalize agricultural trade by reducing subsidies and
other trade barriers, while simultaneously expanding access to agricultural commodities
around the world’. Despite its aims, the agreement still allowed most of the protections the
United States and Europe bestowed their agricultural sectors, putting them in the ‘allowed’
category, while it demanded the opening up of markets in the developing world (Zerbe 2019).
The opening of southern markets happened through Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs)
(Clapp 2016, McMichael 2013). These programs became into being during the developing
country debt crisis (Clapp 2016). Because of financial deregulations during the 1970’s, banks
had loaned money to developing states. However, when the US banks changed their interest
rates in the 1980s developing countries had amassed enormous debts, now seemingly
impossible to be repayable. The IMF and the World Bank became involved and took over the
loans on the condition of the adoption of SAPs by developing countries. These institutions,
under upcoming ethos of neoliberalism, saw that the best way to achieve food security and
economic growth in general was through trade liberalisation (Weis 2007; Clapp 2016, 64–67).
SAPs ordered policy changes that would achieve that, by increasing export revenues by
comparative advantage (only produce what you can produce most efficiently and trade) and
decreasing spending so that developing countries would be able to pay back the international
loans (Clapp 2016, 65). These policy changes generally were to eliminate the interference of
the state in the market, but also avertedredistributive land reform for which there was
increasing demand (as the state could not get involved). An overview of the different policies
can be found in Weis (2007) ‘The Global Food Economy: The Battle for the Future of

2

The Marshall Plan was the initiative of the US to give economic assistance to help rebuild Europe after WWII. PL480 is a
similar intiative, started in the 50s for the developing world, consisting of food assitance.
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Farming’. Generally the enforcement of liberalisation led to increased imports by developing
countries, even though they had become more expensive due to currency devaluation,
domestic food was even more expensive because of the loss of subsidies and absent
infrastructure (Weis 2007, 124-125, Clapp 2016 66-67). This increased market dependency
and reduced self-sufficiency of the developing countries (Weis 2007). As the state retracts
itself from the market during this regime, other players exert their influence: the agroindustrial transnational corporations, who got free reign (Weis 2007). This will be further
discussed in the next section on corporatisation.
Trade liberalisation fuels commodification as it increasingly conceptualises food as a pure
commodity, produced for a distant consumer traded across the world on a global market. In
this way it loses social and cultural meaning (Zerbe 2019). Trade liberalisation created longer
production chains, creating space for numerous middlemen and enabling them to accumulate
profit. Further, food security and access to food, especially under the last food regime, is
equated to market access.

3.3. Corporatisation
Corporations have been part of the food system for quite a while. Some of the first
transnational corporations (TNCs) operated in the food sector, like the Dutch East India
Company, established at the beginning of the 17th century (Clapp 2016). However, as the value
chains in recent history have become longer, there has been increasingly more space for
corporations to grow, draw power and take up a central role. This is what is called the
corporatisation of the food system (Clapp 2016). This development has been especially
pronounced since the 1970s–1980s, when a range of neoliberal policies were enacted by
governments, which promoted privatisation within the food system. As described in the
previous section, this is where McMichael situates the start of the corporate or neoliberal food
regime (McMichael 2013). So here again, the role of states and international trading
agreements has to be stressed. These corporations did not seize power by themselves, but were
helped along by the laissez-faire approach of governments. Today, TNCs are dominant players
in many parts of the food system. Three main areas can be defined (Clapp 2016). Firstly, at
the beginning of the value chain there is the agricultural inputs sector. These corporations sell
seeds, feed and agrochemicals to farmers. The second area is the space in the middle, also
referred to as Big Food, which are the food trading and processing companies. These are
companies like Nestlé en Coca Cola. The last segment is the retail sector. These are the
corporations which have direct contact with the consumer (Clapp 2016).
In recent decades, since the 1980s and 1990s, all of these sectors have seen a sometimes steep
increase in concentration: they have become more integrated both horizontally and vertically3,
obscuring the roles they play in the food system (Howard 2016; Clapp 2016). As a result
several oligopolies (and in some cases oligopsonies4,) can be found in the food system today,
where only a handful of TNCs dominate the market, greatly reducing competition5. With

3

Horizontally meaning that corporations acquire other corporations which offer the same products, increasing their influence
and market share in that sector. Vertical integration refers to the merging of corporations with other corporations active in
other parts of the food supply chain (Howard 2016). Concentration does not always go through direct acquirement but also
through alliances and contracts (Howard 2016)
4
A situation in which they are few buyers and more sellers such as in food retail, where few supermarkets buying from a
pool of supliers are able to put down demands (Rundgren 2016; Howard 2016).
5
In economics generally concentration is described by the concentration ratio (CR). The CR4 for example is the share of the
market held by the top 4 corporations. If this is under 40% the market is seen as competitive, anything above has some degree
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control over a majority of the market, the power of these corporations increases as they have
the leverage to dictate terms and business (Howard 2016). When there are few available
alternatives, other actors in the food system often have little option besides dancing to the tune
of TNCs. TNCs exert control in many different ways. They have the power to shape public
debate and the funds to lobby lawmakers (Clapp 2016). One way I will discuss more in detail
here, is price-setting. Due to their size and scope of influence they are able to set the prices
both on the side of suppliers and buyers (Clapp 2016 & Howard 2016). When there are only
a few buyers, as is the case for example in the retail sector, supermarkets can demand lower
and lower prices from their suppliers. In this way the retail sector has influence down the line
of the food supply chain, forcing suppliers, which are sometimes also farmers, to change the
way they do things to be able to provide products for the low prices that are demanded.This
in turn forces other retailers to lower their prices to stay competitive, or disappear when they
are unable to do so, eradicating competition. This then often leads to loss of innovation and a
loss of quality as corners get cut to follow in the race to the bottom. The few TNC’s controlling
a market can also raise prices on their products if there is little alternative. This is the case for
the agricultural input industry. The recent acquisition of Monsanto by Bayer an example of a
mega merger and increasing concentration in that sector. As the concentration increases
farmers get less and less choice of were to get their inputs which they need once they enter
the industrial agricultural model. This gives companies free range to raise their prices as
farmers are stuck. In this way corporatisation drives commodification as the goals and
commitments of corporations are in the first place to maximize shareholder value, not to
provide food to communities.

3.4. Financialisation
Financialisation refers to the increased influence of financial motives, actors, markets and
institutions (Isakson 2014; Rogers et al. 2013). This sees a shift from making profit through
industrial means and production to deriving profits from financial activities (Isakson 2014;
van der Zwan 2014). The rise of finance is situated in the 1980s and continues today (Zerbe
2019; Isakson 2014). This was a time of deregulation of financial institutions by government,
stagnant wages, increasing debt and the shareholder revolution. This last one is the idea that
the primary aim of a corporation should be to maximize the profit of its shareholders (Isakson
2014, van der Zwan 2014). The agrifood sector has not been an exception to the trend of
financialisation present in the global economy. Finance and agrifood have intermingled in
most segments of the food system, from the input sector to retailing with some significant
ramifications. In the following section I will look at three ways the food system has been
financialised: (1) the transformation of agricultural derivatives markets, (2) the blurring lines
between ‘traditional’ food actors - from input to retail - and finance and lastly, (3) finance
interest in farmland.
(1) Financialisation of agricultural derivatives markets
One of the main domains of finance in agriculture is as a tool for risk management through
agricultural futures markets. Finance has played a role there for longer - agricultural futures
markets have existed since the 18th century - but since the 1980’s its role has become more
critical as well as the changing use of agricultural derivatives past risk-management (Isakson
2014; Clapp 2016). Since the 1980’s, the financial sector became increasingly deregulated, as
of concentration in the form of an oligopoly or monopoly (Howard 2016). In most sectors of the food system such levels of
concentration are not unusual (Howard 2016). For example, in grain trading, the CR4 is 70%, another example is chocolate
manufacturing where the CR5 is 65% (Howard 2016).
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well as more public programs supporting farmers (in particular in the south) have been
cancelled in the neoliberal area as an inefficient and expensive way to protect farmers against
risk. Farmers were instead directed to manage risk through financial ways whereby the
inherent risk of agriculture becomes monetized (Isakson 2014). In this sense, agricultural risk
has first been privatised and secondly financialised (Isakson 2014). One of these financial
instruments (agricultural derivatives) are futures contracts. Futures contracts are in essence a
promise to buy or deliver something in the future at a price determined in the contract. It is a
way to hedge against price volatility (Isakson 2014). Futures markets used to be strictly
regulated because of the risk of market manipulation by speculation (Clapp 2014). Restrictions
to prevent excessive speculation began to be removed in the 1980s with significant
deregulations in 2000, allowing for a huge influx of dollar into futures markets (Clapp 2014,
Zerbe 2019). Besides actors within the food system, futures contracts are also bought and sold
by speculators. They have no interest in the actual food being speculated on, instead they often
sell the contract before it expires for other contracts or cash (Clapp 2016, Isakson 2014,
Livingston 2012). In essence they speculate on food prices, seeking to gain from the risk
related to food production (Isakson 2014; Livingstone 2012). Future contracts have also been
packaged in commodity index funds, together with other commodities such as oil for example
and sold to investors who require little knowledge about the commodity markets involved.
This means that agricultural derivatives markets are more and more used for speculation rather
than a form of insurance for farmers and food buyers against price volatility (Isakson 2014;
Clapp 2016, 146).
Ironically, the speculation and herd behavior of investors has shown to increase volatility of
prices and are seen by many researches as one of the causes behind the 2007–2008 food crisis
(Clapp 2016, Isakson), when food prices reached a 30 year high, leading to a ‘silent tsunami
of hunger’ according to the UN World Food Program (Livingstone 2012). The financialisation
of agricultural derivatives markets had been partly obscured from view because of its
complexity (Clapp 2016), but when food prices saw big fluctuations that could not just be
explained through fundamentals, the role of finance began to be recognized (Clapp 2016).
Since the agricultural derivates market is dominated by hedge funds and investment banks,
rather than actual food producers and buyers, prices are more and more determined by the
speculation and less by supply and demand (Livingston 2012, Isakson 2014). So while the
financial actors, who helped create food price spikes, profited – Goldman Sachs earned £600
million from food speculation in 2009 – most other actors suffer, in the most basic sense that
people go hungry (Isakson 2014; Livingstone 2012). As a result, farmers can not use food
prices anymore as a trustworthy parameter to know what to produce as they are disconnected
from supply and demand. Plus, price volatility increases the already riskiness of food
production. As Isakson (2014) puts it: ‘Farmers are not only subject to the whims of nature,
but to the whims of speculators as well.’
(2) Blurring lines between traditional food actors and finance
The line between finance and food gets blurred from two directions. From one side, financial
actors have gotten involved in agrifood. From the other side, traditional actors within agrifood
earn an increasing share of their profits through finance (Isakson 2014). This is the case for
retail, as they have reached limits to grow geographically, they look to other horizons for new
profits, like finance. There are for example several supermarkets that offer banking and other
financial products to customers. The same goes for food trade and processing (Isakson 2014).
One reason for this is the shareholder value thesis: to keep increasing profits to meet the
demand of 20–30% returns for shareholders, corporations enter the financial market (Isakson
2014). The big four in food trade for example, also known as the ABCDs (ADM, Bunge,
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Cargill and Louis Deyfrus), sell financial products and engange more and more in speculation
since the deregulations in the 1980s. These companies have an edge when it comes to
speculation as they have direct contact with the supplier, giving them early access to
information (Isakson 2014). As these are private companies, they are not required to disclose
the share of their revenues based on financial activities publicly. There is, however, evidence
that implies it has been lucrative (Isakson 2014).
The line also gets blurred from the other direction as financial actors are getting involved with
food trade and processing by investing in projects related to agrifood, for example by
purchasing shares in the meat industry or by owning infrastructure related to production,
storage and transport of agricultural commodities (Isakson 2014). Finance has always played
a role in the input sector, as described in the process of industrialization, farmers often rely,
and have so since the introduction of large scale agricultural inputs, on credit and loans to buy
these expensive inputs (seeds, agrochemicals and farm equipment) (Isakson 2014). Same as
with other actors downstream the value chain there has been an intensification of the
involvement of financial actors in the inputs sector. Investment in fertilizers in particular are
attractive under the logic that intensification of production will follow rising food prices.
Corporations in the input sector also earn an increasing share of their profits from financial
activities, like provisioning of credit (Isakson 2014).
(3) Finance interest in farmland
Finance has become more interested in farmland in the last decade (Fairbairn 2014). Since the
2008 food crisis, as the food prices climbed, farmland became increasingly attractive for
financial investors (Fairbairn 2014; Clapp and Isakson 2018). Farmland became seen as a
secure and profit-generating investment, so capital flooded into farmland markets fueling a
so-called land rush (Fairbairn 2014; Clapp and Isakson 2018). Farmland has two economic
values: the productive value, in that it is used to produce food, and the exchange value
(Fairbairn 2014). There are investors that acquire land for its use-value. These are for example
sovereign states (Fairbairn 2014). States buy farmland often from a food security perspective
to have a reliable food supply now and in the future, independent from imports (Cotula 2012,
Clapp 2016). Although concerning, this kind of ‘land grabbing’ is in essence not
financialisation as value is created through production and not through financial activities
(Fairbairn 2014). Most private investors are mainly interested in the financial value of land,
seeking financial benefits. For these investors farmland is the new frontier for investment,
seen as a safe investment after the financial crisis. With the push toward biofuels and
population growth, farmland is also an asset that is anticipated to rise in value as competition
increases (Weis 2009). The added bonus is the use-value of the land, the value generated by
agricultural production or the lease paid by farmers (Clapp and Isakson 2018). Investors call
it ‘gold with yield’ (Fairbairn 2014). Land is often acquired from struggling farmers, who,
because of crippling debts, sell their land and often end up still working the land but now
paying rent (Isakson 2014; Clapp and Isakson 2018). By doing so, they lose one of their most
valuable assets and foundation of their livelihood (Isakson 2014).
Local governments often facilitate the acquisitions attracted by the idea of development and
capital (Clapp 2016). It is often described as investment into the developing economy,
something that will create jobs and infrastructure. On top of that food security is often cited,
in that these lands will now be put to use fully, closing the yield gap. Small farms are seen as
inefficient and the land more productive under large industrial operations, although owned by
foreign investors (Isakson 2014).
This phenomenon has gotten a lot of attention under the concept of land grabbing and the land
rush. It’s unclear how much land exactly has been ‘grabbed’, as many of the deals happen in
the dark and in different ways. Some data sources suggest as much as 200 million hectares,
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about the size of Western Europe, has switched hands, other sources such as the Land Matrix6
which tracks land deals put the number at 50 million hectares (Land Matrix 2019). Since the
data is scarce and can change quickly it is hard to keep track of the scale of the land rush
(Cotula 2012).
In short, financialisation makes an abstract financial instrument of food. In the food system it
further pools power with a limited set of actors: the big TNC’s on one hand, and financial
actors on the other, who have no interest in the use value of food and often little awareness
about the sector they are speculating in (Clapp 2016). Financialisation increases uncertainty
for farmers and consumers. It undermines the food system’s main purpose: to provide food
for the population, and moves it towards a different goal, to provide profit for financial
investors. According to Zerbe (2019), financialisation can be seen as the ultimate form of the
commodification of food, ‘with food transformed into a financial instrument completely
devoid of any, social, cultural, or political context or meaning’ (Zerbe 2019).

6

https://landmatrix.org/
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4. To decommodify food: Alternative Food Networks and
food as a commons

In chapter 2 I discussed the double movement in Polanyi’s theory, which proposes that
commodification invokes a counter reaction. In this chapter I will focus on such a couter
reaction when it comes to the commodificaiton of food. Firstly, the perspective of food as a
commons as a way to decommodify food and secondly the practice of Alternative Food
Networks as a decommodification strategy. Lastly I will discuss how community supported
africulture relates to these two concepts.

4.1. Food as a commons
Commons in recent years has been increasingly used as an ‘old-new’ framework by academics
and non-academics alike (Pettenati et al. 2019). Commons is a broad concept with different
strands over several disciplines – there is not one definition. Generally speaking the idea of
commons can be divided into a shared resource held in common by a community in one hand
(in this case the resource is ‘the commons’). An example of such a commons are the fish
stocks in the ocean, the community in this case is the global community. On the other hand it
is a framework or perspective, emphasising ecological sustainability, equity and participation.
The two however go often together, to govern a common resource sustainably one needs a
commons perspective. The common goods in question are designated for the common good,
they benefit the community as a whole (Vivero-Pol 2019). The act of ‘commoning’ is the
governance by the community over those resources and practicing a commons perspective.
Vivero-pol (2019) summarizes four elements commons are often compounded of: ‘(1) natural
or cultural resources, (2) the communities who share the resources, (3) the commoning
practices they use to share equitably and (4) the purpose and moral narrative that motivates
and sustain the commoning practices by the community’ (Vivero-Pol 2019).
Commons as a perspective advocates for a paradigm shift from the capitalist mindset often
present in today’s society (Vivero-Pol et al. 2019). I see this in two ways. On the one hand it
wants to change worldviews, viewing natural (and cultural) resources as resources to be cared
for and shared for the common good instead of as resources to be privatised and exploited for
personal gain. Secondly, it also critiques the way human nature is frequently characterised in
society and especially in economics as homo economicus. The idea of homo economicus as
the rational economic man moved from being a model of humanity in economics created 200
years ago, to a normative model for humanity, prescribing how humans should behave. It
characterises humans as purely rational, solitary, selfish and after the accumulation of wealth
in the first place (Raworth 2017). A commons perspective wants to shift this to homo
cooperans, highlighting the willingness of humans to cooperate, share and work towards a
common good (De Moor 2013).
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The idea of food as a commons, although not as established as land and knowledge commons,
has been on the rise (Jose Luis Vivero-Pol 2017). When it comes to food, commons seems to
be a more prevalent approach than the concept of decommodification. Recently the Routledge
Handbook of Food as a Commons (2019) was published, which is completely devoted to this
topic. They do mention the idea of decommodification and discuss commodification in detail.
In their perspective, when food is decommodified, it becomes a commons. Food as a commons
is thus the outcome of decommodification (Pettenati et al. 2019). Food as a commons
encompasses a broad range of themes and topics. The Routledge Handbook of Food as a Commons illustrates this very well, chapters range from cultural aspects of food commons, to
governance systems, to specific food commons such as traditional agricultural knowledge,
land, genetic material and water (Vivero Pol et al. 2019b). Food as a commons rejects the
ideas of excludability, rivalry and exchange value in food. It champions to remove food ‘like
air and water, from market logics and constraints: it must be appreciated through the lens of
utility and needs rather than price, profit and consumerism.’ (Pettenati et al. 2019). This idea
refers back to the distinction between use value and exchange value of food, commons
favouring use value above exchange value. The commons paradigm would be a different way
to govern the food system, providing a fresh perspective to conceive of new policies and legal
frameworks which have been hidden under the hegemonic capitalist narrative (Vivero-Pol et
al. 2019).
Vivero-Pol (2017a) contrasts food as a commodity and food as a commons when it comes to
different dimensions of food. Food as a commons includes the six dimensions of food he
defines, food as a commodity only focuses on one of those dimensions, namely the tradability
of food (Vivero-Pol 2017a). In this sense commons decommodifies food as it undoes the
reduction to a mere commodity by including all of food’s dimensions.

Figure 1: The six dimensions of food in Vivero-Pol (2017) relevant to humans

4.2 Alternative Food Networks
Alternative Food Networks (further referred to as AFNs) are a wide array of initiatives, defined mainly by their opposition to the conventional food system, or aspects of it. AFNs identify and oppose issues with the current global food system such as environmental degradation,
dominance of agribusiness and large-scale retail distribution (Pettenati, Toldo, and Ferrando
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2019). Jarosz (2008) defines four attributes of AFNs to create some reference points in this
heterogeneous group of initiatives: (1) a shorter distance between producer and consumer; ,
(2) a reduction in size and scale of farms, practicing sustainable farming methods, contrasting
industrial, large-scale agriculture; ,
(3) the existence of food purchasing schemes that acknowledge social interaction between
producer and consumer, and; (4) a commitment to the different dimensions (social, economic
and environmental) of a sustainable food (Jarosz 2008).
It is complicated to link decommodification directly to AFNs, since AFNs are such heterogeneous group of initiatives. However, in their opposition to the conventional food system
where commodification rules, they have the potential to be a decommodifying force. Besides,
the last two attributes Jarosz (2008) identifies (3 and 4), do seem to imply that certain AFNs
have a more holistic view of food, past the idea of food as a mere commodity. According to
Pettenati et al. (2019) AFN’s are related to commons in the motivation for people, producers
and consumers alike, to participate in them (Pettenati et al. 2019). I would propose a Venn
Diagram of food commons and AFNs, with certain initiatives and ideas in the joint area. Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) is an example of an AFN where the principles of commons are brought into practice (the food system as a commons). For this reason, CSA was
chosen as a case study for this thesis to explore decommodification in practice. I will delve
into CSA and its principles in the following chapters.
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5. The case of Community Supported Agriculture

In this thesis I use a case study of Community Supported Agriculture (further referred to here
as CSA) in Sweden and Flanders to explore decommodification in practice. In this chapter I
will first give a short introduction into CSA as a model of food production and consumption,
and the history of this model. Next, I will describe the methods used in the following case
study.

5.1 CSA: a short introduction
CSA is a type of agriculture in which producer and consumer support each other directly. In
return for a share of the harvest, members of CSA farms pay a set amount per season and in
some cases also provide labour. In this arrangement the farmer has income security despite
the many uncertainties associated with agriculture. The risks of food provisioning are thus
carried by the community and not the farmer alone. In return the farmer supports the
community by producing food which is local, and most often fresh and organic (Weckenbrock
et al. 2016). CSA as a model of farming is a fairly recent phenomenon but has grown over the
last decades as consumer awareness around it rises. In the following sectionsection I will
discuss the history and growth of CSA and give a short overview of its main principles as a
background for the interviews that have been conducted with several CSA farmers.

5.1.1. History
CSA most likely has more than one point of origin. One often cited source is the Japanese idea
of Teikei (meaning ‘partnership’) that emerged in the 1960’s and 70’s. This was a partnership
between housewives who were concerned about pesticide use and farmers who had surplus
produce. Farmers and housewives sat together and came up with the system that the farmer
would provide the families with produce in return for money and labour. This started with
farmer Yoshinori Kaneko and spread as the way for organic farmers to sell their crops
(Henderson 2010). Teikei is described as “not only a practical idea but also a dynamic
philosophy to make people think of a better way of life either as a producer or as a consumer
through their interaction” by the Japan Organic Agriculture Association (JOAA), one of the
founding organisations. Teikei was a way to not depend on the conventional market and create
an alternative way of distribution (JOAA 1993). The 10 principles of Teikei are summarised
by the JOAA as follows:
1. “To build a friendly and creative relationship, not as
mere trading partners.
2. To produce according to pre-arranged plans on an
agreement between the producer(s) and the
consumer(s).
3. To accept all the produce delivered from the
producer(s).
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4. To set prices in the spirit of mutual benifits.
benefits.
5. To deepen the mutual communication for the mutual
respect and trust.
6. To manage self-distribution, either by the producer(s)
or by the consumer(s).
7. To be democratic in the group activities
8. To take much interest in studying issues related to
organic a-griculture.
9. To keep the members of each group in an appropriate
number.
10. To go on making a steady progress even if slow toward
the final goal of the convinced management of organic
agriculture and an ecologically sound life.”
In Europe, CSA probably evolved from the biodynamic agriculture movement based on the
ideas of Rudolf Steiner (McFadden 2004). The first CSA farm (Les Jardins de Cocagne) was
founded in Switzerland in 1978, around the same time as the Teikei practice emerged in Japan.
It is unproven if this was based on inspiration from the Japanese teikei idea or whether this
was an independent development. In the following years more CSA farms popped up in
Europe (Weckenbrock et al. 2016). In 1985 the idea was transported to the US by farmers
inspired by European examples (Henderson 2010). In the US CSA spread faster than in Europe
(Henderson 2010). In France CSA only really gained traction after 2001, when Daniel and
Denise Vuillon created the ‘Association pour le Maintien de l’Agriculture Paysanne, (AMAP,
now also the term used in France for CSA) when they saw small farms struggling to survive
in the face of international competition. CSA saved their farm and they helped to spread the
idea (Henderson 2010).
Over the years, as more and more CSA farms were established, national organisations were
created, and/or existing organisations adopted CSA. In 2001, for example, the Soil Association
in the UK took up CSA by launching the ‘Cultivating Communities’ project to increase the
number of CSAs in England. The informal cooperation between CSA farmers has resulted in
the establishment of national networks (such as CSA-Netwerk in Belgium and Andelsjorbruk
Sverige in Sweden) where knowledge and expertise is shared. These networks also offer a
window into CSA for interested people to learn more and find a CSA farm in their
neighbourhood. An international network for community supported agriculture, called
Urgenci, was also established in the 2000s, and groups several national networks and other
related organisations. Urgenci defines four fundamental ideas their members adhere to: (1)
partnership in the production and consumption of food, (2) local exchange, (3) solidarity by
sharing the risks and benefits of food production with respect for the environment, heritage
and health, and (4) the producer/consumer tandem, which is characterised by direct contact
and trust (Urgenci n.d.).
In 2015 the number of CSAs in Europe was estimated to be 2,783, producing food for
approximately 500.000 eaters. This estimate rises to 6,300 initiatives if closely related
projects in France and Italy are also counted. The top three countries are France (2000),
Belgium (138) and Italy (104), with France clearly leading the pack in number of CSA farms
in Europe. Sweden counted, at time of the estimation in 2015, 12 CSA farms, a number that
pushes the country in the lower half of the ranking (Weckenbrock et al. 2016).
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5.1.2. CSA in practice
CSA does not have a strict set of rules. Most network organisations define certain principles
about CSA, such as the principles defined by Urgenci, but each farm is independent. The
general picture is that members pay up front for the products, providing the farmer a stable
income. For most CSAs this is a yearly sum, but some also work according to a different
schedule. In return members receive a share of the harvest. Most commonly produce is delivered in boxes to pick up points, collected at the farm by members or harvested by members
themselves at the farm, depending on the farm. Some farms have more than one way of distributing their products to their members. In the interviews different types of distributions
were discussed with each their own benefits. In densely populated area’s a self-harvesting
operation means significantly less work for the farmer, as they do not have to put time in
harvesting themselves. Some farmers prefer to harvest themselves and sometimes self-harvesting is not feasible in sparsely populated areas. The interviewed farmers also mentioned
that self-harvesting and packages attract a different type of clientele. This is why two CSA
farms, with different types of distribution can coexist in the same area without competing with
each other, according to the farmers I interviewed.
Most commonly CSAs cultivate vegetables, with sometimes the addition of some fruit. Some
farms however have branched out to other foodstuffs, such as dairy, meat, cereal products and
flowers. Some farms combine CSA with other sources of income, where for example one half
of the farm is dedicated to CSA and the other half is sold to local businesses. This is a way to
diversify income but also to make a living for a beginning CSA who has not yet filled all their
harvest-shares and is looking for more members.
5.1.2.1. Specific contexts

Sweden and Belgium are two countries with a different context when it comes to agriculture.
This was something that also came forward during the interviews I have carried out, which is
why I will give a short overview of the major differences and some country-specific issues.
As the CSA situation in Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels (the three main regions of Belgium)
is quite different due to differences in policy, language and culture, this thesis will only be
looking at Flanders. There is an association on the Flemish level called CSA-Netwerk, which
connects organic farmers following the CSA model (www.csa-netwerk.be). According to
CSA netwerk, Flanders currently counts 50 CSAs. The first one was founded in 2007 (Cresset
and De Snijder 2016). According to an Urgenci, which did a census from 2014, when there
were 47 CSAs in Flanders, approximately 7,500 people were being fed by CSA. All the
farmers I interviewed in Flanders had followed the vocational education program at
Landwijzer and they mentioned many other colleagues who had done the same. This is a centre
that has been offering professional education in organic and biodynamic farming for 20 years
(Landwijzer n.d.). This might be one of the reasons why in Flanders, and Belgium in general,
CSA has ‘boomed’ compared to other European countries: people who are interested in
becoming a farmer but do not have the family background have a way to acquire the
knowledge to do so.
Belgium has 11.4 million inhabitants. More than half of them, 6.6 million, live in Flanders, an
area of about 10,000 km2, about a third of the total surface area of Belgium (Statbel 2019b,
2019a). This makes Flanders one of the most densely populated areas in Europe (485 p/km2
in 2018). This is a boon for CSA as this means potential members are close by and that
farmland can be found close to the cities and always near populated areas. This makes the
self-harvest model feasible and it explains why the majority of CSA farms use this model. The
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CSA farmers interviewed were very much aware of this. On the other hand a densely
populated area, in combination with insufficient policies to protect farmland, makes farmland
scarce. Farmers have a hard time finding land they can cultivate long-term. Buying land is
very expensive and most leases are short-term (meaning a couple of seasons). For organic
farmers, but also conventional farmers, this is a struggle. Tom from Boerencompagnie, who
will be introduced more in depth later in this thesis, described availability of land as challenge
number one for people wanting to start a farm. A cooperation exists in Flanders that wants to
solve this problem by buying and holding organic farmland in common, called De
Landgenoten (De Landgenoten 2019). One of the farms, Boerencompagnie, has worked with
them to acquire more land to work on, and farmer Tom sold them his land to hold in common.
Based on my own experience De Landgenoten is often cited in professional circles when
talking about commons initiatives as a successful example. However, they have been
relatively unsuccessful in their goals. After five years they have only secured 17 hectares for
organic farming (out of the 620,000 hectares of farmland in Flanders) (Pala vzw 2019) and
are at this point not (yet) a solution for the land struggle for starting organic farmers.
Sweden has a population of 10.2 million and is the third biggest country in the EU, resulting
in a low population density (22p/km2) (SCB 2019). This explains why self-harvest CSA farms
are rare in Sweden (De Pessemier 2016). According to CSA Sweden there are currently 18
CSAs active in Sweden (Andelsjordbruk Sverige n.d.), so 6 new CSA farms have been added
since the census in 2015 by Urgenci. The first one, Ramsjörgård, was founded in 2001 but all
the others are from 2013 or later. Sweden is one of the European countries where CSA is less
established. The Federation of Swedish Farmers (Lantbrukarnas Riksförbund), for example,
does not mention CSA in their report for green industries (De Pessemier 2016).
Andelsjordbruk Sverige, the network that connects CSA farms throughout Sweden, was set
up in 2015. One of their goals is to spread the concept around Sweden. There are many
untapped opportunities near cities where CSA farms could flourish (De Pessemier 2016).

5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Interviews
I chose interviews as one of my main sources of information as the concept of
decommodification of food or in the food system is relatively undeveloped. As the main
question of my thesis slowly developed to what decommodification could look like and what
it means to decommodify food, I decided the most productive road to reach a possible answer
was to go into the field (quite literally) and talk to practitioners themselves. And so I came to
be interviewing CSA farmers. I did the interviews in person, often at the kitchen table or while
the farmers worked. I found visiting each farm very educational. The visits showed me the
context of each farm and gave a feel of the landscapes surrounding them. On some of the
farms I also helped around for a bit, getting a little taste for the work and showing my
appreciation for the interviewees taking the time to sit down with me, as farmers are busy
people during the spring and summer. The interviews were semi-structured, qualitative
interviews (Brinkman 2014; Bernard 2011). I followed a guide of questions (see appendix 1)
divided into five themes: (1) basic information and the motivation behind the CSA, (2) the
members, (3) the farm, (4) relationships with other actors in the food system and (5)
(de)commodification. I tried to let the interview flow based on the responces of the
interviewee, letting the interviewees go off track and asking follow up questions straying from
the list. This way I discovered things I had not previously considered or thought about asking.
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Before the interview I gave a short description of the thesis. While many had not heard of the
concept of decommodification before, the idea behind it was for most interviewees familiar. I
tried to keep my introduction short, mainly providing the definition for commodification I use
in the thesis and a short description of the aims as to keep the subject open. The interviews
were recorded, transcribed, and in the case of the Flemish interviews, the quotes were
translated to English as the original interviews were conducted in Dutch (Brinkman 2014;
Bernard 2011).

5.2.2. Selecting the farms
The method of selection of farms depended on the country. For the Swedish CSA farms the
selection was based on location and response. I found the first farm, Ramsjögård, by looking
for a CSA near Uppsala. For the other farms, I contacted those closest to my location. I used
the Swedish CSA association website (www.andelsjordbruksverige.se) for this. As CSA is not
very widespread in Sweden this meant that only three other farms were possible for me to
reach within the bounds of this project. Out of these, two farms replied positively to my request
for an interview. These were Mylla and Rikkenstorp.
It was a different story in Flanders – in this case, all the farms were within easy reach. As CSA
is more developed and widespread in Flanders this meant I had 50 farms to choose from based
on the website of the Flemish CSA association, CSA netwerk (http://www.csa-netwerk.be).
The evidence I present here is based on qualitative interviews and I did not aim to collect a
representative sample, however I did want to capture as wide a range of perspectives and
experiences as possible within the limited time frame. This meant that I looked for a mix of
different types of CSA farms when it comes to their products, age, distribution type and
location as discussed in 5.1.2. I contacted six farms in total, of which three replied quickly and
interviews were arranged. In 5.3 I give a short introduction of each farm, describing the
location, size, practical operation and other contextual information.

5.2.3. Analysis of the interviews
To analyse the interviews I used an eclectic coding method (Saldaña 2013) after I transcribed
and read through the interviews. At the first pass I did an initial coding, giving interesting
passages a code and keeping the background of commodification and the different sections of
questions in the back of my mind. Next, I reorganized the codes, renamed some codes, grouped
some codes together and went through the interviews for a second time (Saldaña 2013;
Bernard 2011). For coding I used f4analyse software7 which allowed me to compare the
different transcripts and filter through codes, discovering certain red threads which formed
into the themes discussed in chapter 5 and 6 (Bernard 2011).

7

https://www.audiotranskription.de/english/f4-analyse
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5.3 Introducing of the farms

Map 1: Location of the farms in Sweden: (1) Ramsjögård, (2) Mylla, (3)
Rikkenstorp and Belgium: (4) Ons Logisch Voedsel, (5) De Witte Beek, (6)
Boerencompagnie (Google Maps).

Ramsjögård (http://www.ramsjogard.net/)
Ramsjögård is located about 20 km north from Uppsala. Anders and Karin have been farming
at Ramsjörgård since the mid 1970s. They became certified organic in 1989 and had their first
CSA season in 2001. This makes them the first CSA farm in Sweden by far. Currently they
have about 150 members. They cultivate a wide variety of vegetables. Ramsjögård delivers
boxes with vegetables to Uppsala and Björklinge. It took me a half-hour bus ride to arrive at
the farm, which consisted of several classic falu red wooden buildings in an open landscape,
mainly consisting of farmland. I first helped out on the farm with two other volunteers who
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had been working on the farm for a couple of weeks via the WOOFF program8. It was a chilly,
early spring day. We planted seedlings which had been growing under lights in the shed in the
vegetable tunnels outside. I had an interview with Anders while he prepared and ate his
breakfast in the kitchen. After some more work in the vegetable tunnels, they served me a
delicious lunch, made by Karin.
Mylla (http://www.mylla.farm/)
Mylla is located in Näshulta, about 20 km south from
Eskilstuna. The landscape here does not differ that
much from Ramsjögården, although the abundance of
oaks in the farmlands did catch my eye. Daniel and
Hanna have been running this CSA farm since 2016.
They also participate in REKO Eskilstuna9. They
cultivate vegetables and have recently added a new
patch. This current season they have 75 members on
the CSA. Every week members can come to the farm
and pick their vegetables from different boxes on a
long table. Mylla also delivers boxes with vegetables
to Eskilstuna. I had an interview with Daniel right
before lunch at the kitchen table. Daniel and Hanna
also offered me some lunch, with vegetables from the
farm, that I can attest are very fresh and tasty. After
the interview I joined Daniel on a walk around the
farm while he was strolling his oldest daughter in a
push chair for her lunch nap. As we were walking
Photo 1: view of Mylla vegetable patches and Daniel gave me some more detail about the farm and
tunnel (by E. Vandenbroeck)
the area. Afterwards I helped Daniel with some
weeding of the beets as the sun was beaming down on
me.
Rikkenstorp (https://www.rikkenstorp.se/)
Rikkenstorp is located in the middle of Sweden, closest to the towns of Grängesberg (about
15 km east) and Ludvika (about 30 km east). The farm is located, for the lack of better words,
‘in the middle of nowhere’. It lies in a beautiful place, but a long three hours drive from
Uppsala, passing many lakes and forests. The last 20 minutes I drove on an unpaved dirt road.
The farm is surrounded by boreal forest and birches and you can see a smaller lake down the
hill from the farm. Joel and Maria have been doing CSA here for four years but the farm has
been run for much longer by Joel’s parents. Currently the CSA has about 30 members. For the
CSA Maria and Joel cultivate vegetables. On the farm they also have some animals, like
chickens and sheep. Lamb meat is sold in a CSA-like way, in that in the beginning of the
season you pay a fixed price for a lamb, unaffected by the weight of the lamb by the end of
the season. This year the CSA members got the first pick on lamb meat, what is left over will
be sold to non-members. They deliver the vegetable boxes from the CSA to Grängesberg and

8

World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms, an organisation that connect volunteers and farmers around the world, see
https://wwoof.net/
9
REKO (Rejäl konsumtion) is a purchasing scheme to buy directly from the producer, often organised via a facebook group
for the local area, for example https://www.facebook.com/groups/rekoeskilstuna/
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Ludvika. Joel and Maria have additional income from other sources besides the CSA, but
they are all related to the farm and agriculture in some way, for instance by teaching and
tourism. I carried out the interview with Joel and Maria together at their kitchen table during
breakfast. Afterwards Maria went to tend to the vegetables, and Joel had to bottle feed a lamb.
I made my way back home as I had a long drive ahead of me.

Photo 2-4: View of fields, farmhouse and landscape near Rikkenstorp farm (by E. Vandenbroeck)

Ons Logisch Voedsel (http://www.onslogischvoedsel.be/)
Ons Logisch Voedsel is a farm in Booischot, Belgium, in a pretty rural area. On my way from
the train station to the farm I saw a couple of other farms sprinkled in the landscape. The farm
is located at a dead-end road, next to a little stream and the landscape is characterised by open
farmland. Ole and Maaike have been participating in CSA for five years, but only moved to
the current location two seasons ago. They cultivate a range of vegetables, and have recently
planted fruit trees as well. The CSA operation has about 60 members. Besides the CSA, Ole
and Maaike also run a little shop selling their vegetables and some bulk dry goods (which they
do not produce themselves) on the farm and they deliver produce to restaurants for chefs
wanting to work with local and seasonal vegetables. The CSA is not self-harvest; instead the
farmers harvest and members come to the farm to pick up their vegetables in packages. I
mainly talked with Maaike while she sat outside the shop and watched her young daughter.
At the end of the interview Ole, who had been busy working on the field, also joined in the
conversation as he stopped by the shop.
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Photo 5-6: Fields of Ons Logisch
Voedsel (by E. Vandenbroeck)

De Witte Beek (https://www.dewittebeek.be/)
De Witte Beek is a farm in Bierbeek, a suburban town close to the city of Leuven. The farm
has been run by Jen since 2012. She cultivates vegetables, fruit and herbs. The CSA has about
330–340 members who come to the farm to harvest. The fields are located behind a row of
houses, a typical case of ‘lintbebouwing’ (ribbon development) in Flanders: a spatial
phenomenon where the open space is hidden by a ribbon of buildings along roads. I talked
with Jen early in the morning as she was attending the tomato plants in the greenhouse. In her
email she had mentioned that she was very busy, but if I could interview her while she worked,
she would like to participate because she found it an interesting topic. Around us, on some of
the fields, some of the members were already harvesting their vegetables. I overheard an
amicable conversation when a member came to ask Jen about the beets.
Photo 7-8: Fields of De Witte
Beek and sign informing members
what they can harvest (by E.
Vandenbroeck)

Boerencompagnie (http://www.boerencompagnie.be/)
Boerencompagnie is a conglomerate of different farms who decided to work together two
years ago and form one company. The farm is run by Tom, Brecht and Ine and located right
outside (and maybe even partly inside) the city of Leuven. One of the founding CSAs has been
running for fifteen years and was the first CSA in Belgium. Boerencompagnie’s farm is placed
right next to an old abbey and their cows graze on the abbey’s domain. From the farm you can
see the outlines of the city of Leuven. Besides cultivating vegetables for self-harvest,
Boerencompagnie also grows grain for flour packages, raise livestock and poultry for meat
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and egg packages, and recently added dairy to their supply. In total about 1,200 people are
involved in some way with the CSA which makes it the biggest CSA included in this study.
The vegetable self-harvest part of the farm has 650 members, divided over two plots. I had an
interview with Tom during lunch at the farm. He has been with the CSA since the beginning
and is in involved with most activities on the farm.
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6. The role of Community Supported Agriculture

How do CSA farmers perceive what they do? Why did they choose the CSA model? How do
they view CSA more broadly? These are interesting question as CSA farming requires a lot
of dedicated time and labour and these farmers have actively chosen CSA as a model of food
production and distribution. On top of that, many CSA farmers did not have prior experience
with agriculture. Thus, they did not choose to become farmers; they choose to become CSA
farmers specifically. In this chapter. I will begin by presenting the main motivation interviewees listed for choosing the CSA model in 6.1. Next, in 6.2. I will go deeper into how CSA
farmers I interviewed view CSA in a broader sense, what do they perceive as the benefits of
CSA for them, their members and society in general.

6.1. The choice for CSA
When I asked the farmers why they chose CSA, I received a wide range of answers. However,
there are a few motivations most farmers have in common. The main ideas of CSA such as a
secure income for the farmer and the advantage of sharing risks and benefits with the community were often cited by the interviewees. But interestingly there were different emphases in
their motivations for CSA. Maria from Rikkenstorp described her excitement when she and
Joel, her partner, found out about CSA. They had taken over Joel’s parents’ farm and were
already familiar with agriculture. CSA for them allowed them to give food more than monetary meaning:
Maria: “When we discovered it, it was like ‘woohoo this is the shit’
so, it is because it is not just selling stuff on the market, it has more
meaning. Because we’re both more active in political activism, to actually make the system and the food worth more than just money. It’s
so important.”

Rikkenstorp is situated in a very rural area of Sweden, and according to Maria, Rikkenstorp
and one other farm are the only farms in an area of 10 by 10 Swedish miles10. For Maria and
Joel the support of the community is essential for local food to be able to continue to exist.
The economic aspect of CSA as a model: being able to run a small farm and not being subjected to the world market and demands of supermarket was therefore another reason for Maria
and Joel to get started in CSA. Joel explained how CSA enables them to provide local food in
a rural area:
Joel: “Also, because it’s a very good way of organizing food. It’s not
so that the farmer will take all the risk and all the profit. […] With all
the changing regulations and a really, really hard economic system
for farmers in general, to put all the risk on a small-scale food producer, I mean there is a reason why there is no food production here,

10

1 Swedish mile = 10 km
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farmers haven’t been able to make it work. And CSA offers an opportunity where we can actually tell people that if you want locally produced really good food, you have to get involved, you have to take
part in the risk, you have to become involved in the food.”

The sharing of economic risks to enable locally produced food was mentioned by several of
the interviewees. Anders, who together with his wife runs the CSA Ramsjögården outside
Uppsala, explained how the economic aspect of CSA was a motivation for him, when starting
with CSA. He transitioned his farm to organic farming in 1989 but he could not find a fair and
viable market for his organic vegetables. Anders decided to go into CSA, the first one in Sweden, in order to find a more secure and reliable market:
Anders: “The reason was basically; we were growing vegetables and
at that time it was a little hard to find a market. We tried everything,
we sold through a market stand we sold through big kitchens, to
stores, to consumer group, and to restaurants. So every possible
channel. We became certified organic in ’89 and vegetables growers
are very few here. Usually at that time the vegetable growers sold to
grocers, so very low price, even organic.”

For Anders switching to the CSA model solved the problem of access to a market for selling
the vegetables from Ramsjögården. Apart from this, with the security that the CSA model also
provides, Anders explains how they now know better how much to produce and they can plan
ahead. This according to Anders is a breath of fresh air compared to the conventional system
they were used to, where contracts could be cancelled or altered leaving them with their products.
As Maria from Rikkenstorp mentioned in a above quote, making food worth more than money
is important to many CSA farmers I interviewed. Other farmers also mentioned this side of
CSA, which I would call the more ‘idealistic’ side of the CSA practice, relating to its associated ideals and values around food production and distribution. Tom from Boerencompagnie,
a CSA situated right outside Leuven, described several elements that were important for him
when he started CSA farming:
Tom:“[CSA] appealed to me enormously because there are a lot of
elements that I find important, namely that it is economically viable,
that it is socially embedded, that it takes social responsibility, that it
is very educational about food for citizens and other side effects. So
for me it really was a realisation: wow, this is what I want to do, what
I was looking for but could not bring into words yet.”

CSA aligned with Tom’s values; it was a way to realise and develop those elements. Achieving
this, is what he wants to put time into. In a video on the website of Boerencompagnie, Tom
describes discovering CSA as a revelation of what he wants to do (he expresses it as a feeling
of being ‘hit by lightning’) (Boerencompagnie 2016) . Daniel from Mylla, one of the younger
CSA farms I have included, expressed thoughts similar to Tom, however in fewer words.
Daniel’s farm Mylla is situated in mid-Sweden, close to Eskilstuna. Daniel began by explaining to me how CSA is a model that is in line with a lot of his values. When I asked him which
values he meant, he said he found it hard to explain, but he listed a couple elements, some of
them also voiced by other farmers, such as viewing food as more than a commodity that
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“should be as cheap as possible” and also of the importance of educating the public on food
production
Daniel:“And I just think that it’s going into complete other direction
and really localizing it and making people come to the farm. To get
involved somehow in the farm, that they see how the food is produced
and get to know the farmer.”

For Daniel at Myllla, the current economic system is going in the opposite direction of his
values by becoming more and more industrialised, anonymous and disconnected. Maaike and
Ole from Ons Logisch Voedsel, a farm with a shop situated in Booischot, a rural town in
Flanders, also think the current food production is going in the wrong direction. Nothing illustrates this better than the name they chose for their farm and the explanation they give for
it on their website: ‘Ons Logisch Voedsel’ literally translated from Dutch means ‘Our logical
food’. On their website they explain how the current food production is illogical and they list
several arguments why. A few of the arguments are that it does not make sense that current
agricultural practices ruin the soil for the next generations, that farmers are among the poorest
segment of the society while they feed the world, that people in general have been illogically
accustomed to having access to all types of fruits and vegetables year round and many more
arguments. For Maaike and Ole the current system simply does not make sense, and as they
argue on their website11 (Ons Logisch Voedsel, n.d.). Through the CSA they want to turn the
food system around:
“We want to make our daily food ‘logical’ again, and cultivating vegetables is only the beginning. This is not a job that can be accomplished by one, two or ten brave people. We have to do it together
with all of us. OUR logical food!”

The history of Ons Logisch Voedsel is also interesting in this context as it shows the meaning
of ‘doing it together’. As mentioned before, access to land is a big obstacle for beginning
farmers in Flanders. Maaike and Ole had been struggling for a couple years to find land where
they could stay long-term but have only recently found a suitable piece of land where they
have what is called a career-lease on the land. They found this land, or rather the owner of the
land found out about Maaike and Ole, in a small article where they mentioned they were looking for a long-term solution to their land problem. The landowner had just inherited the farm
with land and wanted something positive to happen with it, and so he contacted Ole and
Maaike, making it possible for them bring their dream into reality.
Not all CSA farmers come to CSA as a result of idealistic convictions or from wanting to
change/challenge the current food system. Jen is the farmer at De Witte Beek, the self-harvest
CSA in Bierbeek which has been running since 2012. Jen’s main motivation was the prospect
of building a community and simply cultivating healthy vegetables:
Jen:“Think global act local: I don’t think too much global. […] But for
me it was just less out of big principles and more that I just love vegetables. […] “Rather than from big principles, like the system is broken,
we have to find a solution for that; such big ethical statements are not

11

See http://www.onslogischvoedsel.be/
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really my style. It is the very concrete, small things that lie at the basis
for me.”

What Jen calls the ‘small things’ is the contact she has with her members, which she sees as
building community on a very local scale. This community building is a central and an important part of CSA as explained by many interviewees. Throughout the interview Jen talked
a lot about the CSA as a community and the social aspects of the CSA model, giving numerous
examples of positive experiences she has had as a CSA farmer. When Jen started with the
CSA she did not have an agricultural background and used to have a regular job in the city.
The social side of CSA is what attracted her in the first place, becoming a farmer to produce
for the market was never on her mind:
Jen: “The social aspect was and is very important to me. The idea to
farm for the auction or something like that, has absolutely never appealed to me, the idea to produce purely to produce, that is not what
it is about for me, for me it was from the beginning the social and
community motivation to do this.”

It was also through the community that Jen’s dreams to become a CSA farmer became reality.
Jens venture into CSA started with a brainstorm session for Transition Towns in the local
community of Bierbeek. Transition Towns12 is a movement to address global issues locally
and making communities more self-sufficient and revitalised. Bierbeek, which is a suburban
town near Leuven, participated in this movement, organising meetings to spur ideas. Transition Towns had some brainstorms sessions in which they looked at possible initiatives they
could take to make Bierbeek less dependent on fossil fuels and the bigger cities around it. The
idea of the CSA was raised in one of these meetings, Jen appreciates that the community aspect
was central from the very start of the CSA:
Jen: “I had the young idea of wanting to do something like Het Open
Veld13, and I expressed that there [in brainstorm session for transition
towns] ‘ah this is my dream’, and it was very thrilling to name it in
public, but there was a very positive response and then the question
came ‘how can we help you with that?”

The transition town network helped her to find land to get started and the CSA now has 330340 members. So it was thanks to community involvement and putting heads together that Jen
was able to get started with CSA. When Jen explains how the CSA was realised, she tells the
story of how someone in the community knew someone who had land available, and who was
willing to give a long-term lease to the CSA. De Witte Beek illustrates that with the support
of community things can happen that might seem very far away or implausible.
Going over the motivations of the farmers I interviewed thus shows the multifaceted nature of
CSA. It combines economic, environmental, social aspects. This in my opinion is an appropriate model of food production as food itself is also multifaceted. When going deeper into
the motivations of the interviewed CSA farmers many also expressed it as an opportunity for

12
13

See https://transitionnetwork.org/
Het Open Veld was one of the farms that formed Boerencompagnie. It was run by Tom.
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another way of producing and consuming food. Many stressed sustainable and local production but also something more than that. In the next section I will go deeper into how the farmers define CSA as what can be called ‘a gateway’.

6.2. CSA as a gateway
As shown above farmers have come to the CSA for different reasons and each farm has its
own history of creation and motivation. CSA is often described by the interviewees as a
gateway to another way of thinking about food, consumers and sustainability. The set-up of
the CSA model and the values and qualities cultivated by CSA in the eyes of the practitioners
leads to much more than locally produced food. I list three themes here that were mentioned
in the interviews (1) how CSA can help create a more ecologically and economically
sustainable farming sector, (2) how CSA can change mindsets of consumers and (3) how CSA
can be an example in general for a more sustainable future.

6.2.1 Opening up the farming sector
The EU currently is facing an ageing farmer population with few young people willing to step
into the farming sector. This is the case for every EU country, and is also especially true for
Belgium and Sweden (European Commision 2015). Only 7.5% of the farmers are under 35
and one third of the farmers is older than 65 in the EU (European Commision 2015). In the
past, farms were taken over by the next generation within the family, but for example in
Flanders, only 13% of farmers above 50 years old are sure they will have a successor to take
over the farm. The 2018 report on Flemish agriculture, published every two years by the
Department of Agriculture and Fishing, mentioned generational shift as one of the main
challenges of Flemish agriculture. The 2018 issue focussed especially on challenges for
Flemish agriculture and is the seventh of its kind. The aim of the report is to describe and
analyse the situation of Flemish Agriculture, with up-to-date data (Plateau et al. 2018). The
fact that farming is no longer passed down was also was brought up by some of the
respondents, for instance Maaike from Ons Logisch Voedsel talking about her own family as
an example:
Maaike: “The grandfather of my husband was a farmer, but he didn’t
pass it down to his children on purpose, he said: ‘you’re not going to
be able to make a living with this, I don’t want you to continue with
this.’”

The 2018 Flemish agricultural report draws the conclusion that the way the agricultural sector
is now organised is not perceived as attractive by society. A low and insecure income and high
investment costs are listed as one of the main reasons why people are reluctant to go into
agriculture (Platteau et al. 2018). Increase in scale of farms and an increase in specialisation
requiring big investments has been the way for farmers to deal with low and insecure incomes.
This has resulted in fewer farms, but this decreasing amount of farms has not yet lead to
available uncultivated farmland as the few farms have instead increased in scale. For example
in Flanders the number of farms has been declining with an average of 2.5% a year resulting
in a loss of 68% of farms by 2017 (75,898 farms in 1980, 23,278 farms in 2017) (Statbel
2018). Price, availability of land and a very competitive market makes it hard for new farmers
to become established. This means that there is little to no generational shift going on in the
agricultural sector. For the conventional agricultural system overall, a farmer shortage is
developing. The EU has identified the aging farmer population and the lack of young farmers
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to take over as a problem, and has been trying to get young people started in the farming sector
(European Commision 2015). In the current situation, and this is perhaps especially true for
Flanders, new farmers face many obstacles. As Maaike from Ons Logisch Voedsel points out,
with the current trend of the declining amount of farmers, there will come a point when new
farmers with no prior experience in farming will have to enter agriculture:
Maaike: “ … more and more farmers quit and fewer and fewer begin,
so there is going to be a point when people with no agricultural
background will have to start farming because otherwise it’s going to
come to a halt.”

CSA offers a way for new farmers to get started with less obstacles than conventional
farming.14 CSA does not have a high investment threshold and can be carried out on relatively
small pieces of land. It is in fact common for CSA farmers not to have a background in
farming, as discussed above. The three Belgian farmers I interviewed started their first farm
as a CSA and had not been farming before. Tom from Boerencompagnie saw the low starting
up threshold as one of the benefits of CSA:
Tom: “ It’s mainly a chance for non-farmers to get launched into
agriculture. […] Or even for existing farms an opportunity to get a
sustainable income.”

The CSA model can also give existing farmers the possibility to switch to more sustainable
farming practices. Such a move is otherwise difficult for farmers that rarely have the
possibility to change their practices as farmers face mounting financial pressures. They do not
have the time or money to make this switch after they invested so heavily in staying afloat in
conventional agriculture. Maaike explained how she views this problem:
Maaike: “I think CSA is very good for making agriculture more
sustainable, because it can give breathing room to new farmers to
start, who otherwise couldn’t start because they don’t have the
capital or existing farmers to switch because now farmers are so
stuck in the system because they have a lot investments. They receive
almost nothing for their products, so there is no financial breathing
room to switch to organic or sustainable farming methods.”

6.2.2 More sustainable mindsets
Participating in a CSA can change mindsets of members. Both Maria and Joel from Rikkenstorp and Jen from De Witte Beek, stress this social dynamic as one of their motivations in
engaging in CSA. In this study, there was unfortunately no time to interview individual CSA
members, however most farmers have close contact with their members and have had conversations with their members about CSA and their motivations to join. When I asked the interviewees, who are the farmers of the CSAs what they thought about the reasons why members
joined, a whole range of reasons came up. Some of the interviewees said members joined
mostly to get fresh, organic, local vegetables. Other interviewees stated that the ethical aspect
was important for joining members: the fact that the farmer is receiving a good income for
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Maria and Joel at Rikkenstorp above also expressed the same sentiment when explaining why they think there is no food
production in their area of Sweden.
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their work and the treatment of the environment with care. Maaike from Ons Logisch Voedsel
said that most of the members seemed to choose it for ethical reasons:
Maaike: “Most of them for the ethical part though, knowing that the
farmer received a fair price and that they have a good product.”

Other reasons mentioned was the social aspect, working on principles of trust and community
as is exemplified by Jen from De Witte Beek in the quote on motivations above. But motivations will also change amongst members over time. A phrase that was often used by the CSA
farmers was the ‘supermarket perspective’ where people are very distant to the food they eat
and have no knowledge or relationship to it, as they are used to seeing their vegetables neatly
packaged in the supermarket and not in any other contexts. Jen describes how people who first
become members of a CSA tend to only look at and how much vegetables they will be getting
for their share, as will be discussed and illustrated in the next chapter as well. They make the
calculation if they’ll be cheaper off than buying organic vegetables in the supermarket. Over
time however they discover they get other things from joining the CSA as well:
Jen: “Yeah I feel like you start to have a big impact. Which is very
difficult to put into numbers. How much is it worth, what does it cost
to take part, what can it cost? What you take from the field are
vegetables in the first place, but it is also much more than vegetables.
And the other things are just much harder to put into euros. And those
are things people don’t see in the beginning.”

Some interviewees also pointed out that the members are attracted to the idea of reconnecting
with their food and the people who produced it through a simple model. But as Jen explains
above this may be a realisation that comes gradually as members engage in the CSA. The
other benefits of a CSA are harder to translate into monetary value. By reconnecting with their
food and its production, people can be taken out of their ‘supermarket perspective’ seeing and
valuing food in another way. CSA as a counter to the supermarket perspective will be discussed further in Chapter 7.

6.2.3 Inspiration for the future
CSA was described by some farmers as setting an example for the future. The fact is that CSA
works: some of these farms have been running for more than a decade, generating a sustainable
income for the farmer often with little or no subsidies, with principles and values inspiring for
other sectors and initiatives for more community involvement and sustainability. Tom from
Boerencompagnie, for example, said it shows that ecology and economy, and social sustainability and economy, do not have to be opposing forces:
Tom: “So I think it is mainly an inspiration for many other things,
that ecology and economy don’t have to be contradictory. Or that
social sustainability and economy don’t have to be contradictory.”

As Tom mentions in the quote above, the CSA idea can be used in other sectors. How could
CSA principles be translated to other parts of society besides food production? Joel from
Rikkenstorp expressed the same idea as Tom: that since CSA was running on different
principles than the current economic system, it asks the questions where else we could apply
these principles and do more. In that way CSA for him is an inspiration that is also part of his
motivation:
Joel: “ And CSA opened the door for that discussion. All of a sudden
it’s not just a product, it’s something more and then you start having
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these arguments, you start having these ideas and thoughts, like okay
I’m actually doing more than buying a product. Can we do more of
this? Is there a way to evolve this and do more? ”

For Joel the way CSAs are organised, questions the market economy we have right now and
I will discuss this in much more detail in the next chapter. What is important here is that the
form of CSA in terms of a new approach to markets and economy is also part of the motivations for some CSA farmers to engage in CSA. Daniel from Mylla described CSA as a good
force and a model for the future, when he talked about why he wanted to pursue CSA:
Daniel: “ It’s also because we wanted to be a model for the future,
something that is not only sustainable, but beyond sustainable,
something that’s really a good force. I don’t know how to explain this
really. ”

The current economic system is often not viewed as a variable but rather as an unchangeable
constant. The capitalist market economy is seen as the only possible economic framework
within which to work. It is hard to look past it because it has been dominant for so long and it
is hard to imagine what an alternative might look like. CSA offers an idea of what that could
be, by bringing other factors in the equation; as Joel says:
Joel: “But the most interesting part of CSA is that it’s pushing the
concept for the market economy that we have, because it brings in
other factors into the equation.”

CSA runs on different principles than the market economy, for instance it does not put the
profit-generating factor of food in the first and only place. CSA shows that you can run a
successful farm without participating actively in the global market economy, and in this way
can be an inspiration for other initiatives and the future.
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7. How is CSA farming different?

In this chapter I will discuss how CSA is perceived as different from the conventional food
system. Do the CSA farmers themselves explain and define CSA as different from the
commodified production system? Do practitioners themselves regard what they do as a decommodification and in that case how? To structure this chapter I will divide this discussion
in three broader themes. Firstly I look at the unit of farmer, food and eater, which is
fundamental to CSA practitioners as we have seen in the previous chapter. Putting these three
elements together and closing the distance (as opposed to the commodified system, where
these connections are stretched out over space and several actors), for some practitioners
creates a whole greater than the sum of its parts. The effect of this close connection is often
mentioned by the farmers as will be discussed. Secondly, I will look at how the farmers talked
about food, economy and markets specifically related to commodification and
decommodification (the overall question which I have used to frame this thesis). Lastly, even
though CSA operates differently than the global food system, it is still affected and influenced
by it. In the last theme I will discuss how CSA farmers in their experience interact with this
global system in two main arenas: policy and economy.

7.1. Farmer + food + eater
The unit of farmer, food and eater is central in CSA, as Daniel at Mylla phrases it: “ It’s mainly
about getting the connection between the food, the people who eat it and the farmers ”. In the
conventional system these three elements are stretched apart in a long value chain. The degree
of commodification correlates with the distance between producer and consumer in the food
system. With CSA these three elements are brought close together again. This is especially
the case for self-harvest CSAs where members harvest food themselves from the field. As Jen
from De Witte Beek told me, someone described self-harvesting to her as: “… they move up
a little on the production chain, away from the consumer who shops in the supermarket and
towards the farmer.” Tom from Boerencompagnie also described the CSA model as ‘The
people of Leuven15 become farmers themselves’. Jen from De Witte Beek mentioned that when
people come and harvest, they change out of their city clothes and put on their boots and in
that process also get closer to the production of their food: “and in this way they get a little bit
or a lot closer to what it means to produce food, a lot closer to being a farmer.” By bringing
these three elements together something more is created than food and a secure income. All
interviewed farmers agreed that CSA was more than just about producing local food. For instance, Anders from Ramsjögården explained how in his view CSA goes further than local
food in general because of the commitment involved, in his view creating a more resilient
system:
Anders: “ And through the communication of production and
consumption, you establish a fair trade situation. You focus also on
how the soil is treated, cause it is in both’s interest, the consumers
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The city next to the farm
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want healthy food and they also see you as a good source, they want
you to keep growing. So this unit of producer and consumer makes a
resilient system. More than any other, we talked about REKO,
internet platforms, farmers markets. These are, it’s local food. But
it’s not totally sustainable, because there is no commitment. There is
a commitment. The consumer feels important. ”

As Anders says, the unit of producer and consumer enforces sustainability, as sustainable production is in the interest of both parties. Maaike from Ons Logisch Voedsel also spoke about
this commitment of the customer as an important aspect of CSA: “ It is really a model that is
focussed on the reinstallation of the commitment of the customer.” And that is necessary in
these times, to go back to that.”. This commitment was something Maaike described as being
lost in the conventional food market. In the past and not too long ago, farmers and food production were a lot more embedded in the community, farmers knew the people who were
eating their food and could count on them to buy their produce. According to her it is only
since a couple of generations ago this relationship has become disconnected. So in Maaike’s
view CSAs offers a way to ‘bring back’ the relationship between farmer and customer.
Consumers reconnect with their food production by seeing where their food is grown, how it
grows and by whom. Some farmers, especially Tom from Boerencompagnie and Jen from De
Witte Beek who run self-harvest CSAs, spoke about how members learn about their food and
the process of food production through their close connection with their food and the farmer
who produces it. In Jen’s view people no longer know how vegetables grow, as they are so
used to see them packaged in the store all year long. She exemplified this with one experience
she had when she was planting leeks. Leeks grow slowly and members were surprised to see
them planted in the spring realising they would only be harvested the next year. Jen explained
the effect of learning these simple things:
Jen: “ So that people really start to think differently about what they
are eating. And I suspect there are things that I and even they can’t
name. But I think that it really brings about some fundamental
changes in perspective.”

Coming to the farm and seeing the farmer work can be very educational for people who have
little knowledge about how food is produced. Jen described how people have become so far
removed from the production of their food they have little idea how vegetables grow, not only
children but also adults from her generation. She explained that members expressed their surprise and disbelief when they saw how Brussels sprouts grow. I can speak for myself here as
I also had this experience as I visited all the farms where I conducted interviews. Daniel from
Mylla also brought this up: “I think that it’s very educational for people when they come out
here [to the farm] and look.”. When the members come and harvest or pick up their vegetables
at the farm the experience cultivates respect for the farmer as Jen explains:
Jen: “Respect in the sense that people see how hard I have to work,
and they are actually concerned about it sometimes. But realising
that being a farmer is hard work, and producing food is hard work.
And in that way, they can also appreciate it.”

Educating their members is something CSA farmers do passively by opening up their farms,
but some farmers also actively put education of members and the public on the agenda. The
farmers from Boerencompagnie often organise events for this purpose. In the week I visited
the farm, they had organised a cycle trip to and past their fields in the area where they cultivate
the grain for their flour. Tom describes the purpose of the event saying that his ambition here
is:
Tom: “To bring the cereal fields to life for the people. They have an
idea about them, but that is not the same as the reality.”
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As I was finishing up the interview with Tom at Boerencompagnie at a picnic table next to
the vegetable patches, I could hear the voices of three classrooms of children becoming progressively louder as they made their way up to the farm. After my interview it was their turn
to be informed and ask questions about the farm. According to Tom they welcome a couple
of thousand pupils and their teachers a year. Not all CSAs have whole classes come to their
farms, but the children of the members tend to become very involved in the CSA as they come
into closer contact with their food. Maaike mentioned that parents sometimes even join for
the sake of their children. This experience gives children possibilities to learn about food and
where it comes from. This can also have other positive effects as Jen has heard from parents,
and much to her delight:
Jen: “What I also really enjoy is that people with kids tell how their
kids that were difficult eaters now want to eat a lot more vegetables
because they could pick them themselves on the field. Yeah that is
amazing! Then I feel like you begin to have an impact.”

Getting closer to the food and the production of the food is not only a positive experience for
the consumer. For the farmers, who in the global system of commodities no longer have any
contact with the people who eat the food they produce, it can be very rewarding to know and
interact with the people who eat their food. The lack of contact between farmer and eater has
lead to a loss of respect, recognition and professional pride of the farmer (Plateau et al. 2018).
Jen, again from De Witte Beek talked a lot about the social aspect of CSA, this is what she
said about seeing people discover they get more than vegetables out of CSA, and having those
conversations with her:
Jen: “And those are very rewarding things to experience as a farmer.
It is a totally different experience to supply the auctions where you
are judged on the prettiest this or biggest this, and the price depends
on how quick you can supply to the market, so yeah, a completely
different story. One time I said to someone, fantastic to be a CSA
farmer, to be able to have a chat with you, and to hear how happy you
are with the vegetables, and they said for me just as fantastic to be
able to have a chat with you, to talk with the farmer, who is taking
care of my food.”

Jen often mentioned during the interview how she enjoyed chatting with her members. She
mentioned a couple of members by name in her descriptions, giving a sense of community
between her and her members. Other farmers also described how they enjoyed hearing feedback from their members: positive feedback that can be very fulfilling, but also constructive
criticism directly from the source, so they can adapt their practices.

7.2. Food as more than a commodity
A recurring idea in the interviews is that food and the production of it is more than a
commodity and more than the production of a commodity. That is they actively see what they
do as the the opposite of commodification. Joel from Rikkenstorp expressed this twice, by
stressing how farming should not be treated as a business:
Joel: “ And not looking at food production as just a business. It’s
actually producing food for people and it’s more than business. ”

Not treating farming as a business first is what decommodification is about. The priority of a
business is to make profit. And as Joel points out, farming is in the first place producing food
for people, in essence keeping the population alive. This is where the distinction between
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exchange value and use value of food becomes clear. The aim of feeding people is based on
the use value of food, making profits as a business from selling food on the market is based
on the exchange value of food. Maaike from Ons Logisch Voedsel spoke about taking food
‘out’ of the economy/market. In Maaike’s view food is special and should not be treated as
just any commodity such as subjecting it to speculation:
Maaike: “Not too long ago food was not purely economic, always
partly, but not completely. Food is something that we all need every
day, and that should not be subjected to speculation.”

Speculation on food again is an example of the hegemony of the exchange value of food in
commodification. Speculators have no interest in the use value of food, but it’s the fluctuation
of the exchange value that lays at the root of speculation, reducing food to a commodity.
Maaike above again stresses the use value of food (“food is something that we all need every
day”). Tom from Boerencompagnie also described the special position of food, namely that it
is a necessary good (and thus not a mere commodity):
Tom: “ But it is important to look if we as a society give food the role
and importance it deserves, that it is just necessary, that it is the basis
of our health, our well-being, of everything actually.

As Tom says, society might have lost sight of the important position of food. I suggest the
possibility that this happened because food has become more and more reduced to a
commodity and viewed as such by society. Daniel mentioned this idea as well, when he
discussed the importance of people coming to the farm:
Daniel: I just think it’s really important that people see the work behind the food, because it has just gotten so cheap. And it’s just looked
at as a commodity and something that should be really, really cheap
and it’s just unsustainable in so many ways.”

For most farmers the idea that what they produce as more than just a product for the market,
and rather as something that is feeding their members, attracted them to CSA, as has been
shown in many of the previous statements and quotes. However food production is still their
main and in most cases only source of income. This means that the economic facet of food is
still very much key for the interviewees. Some farmers contrasted CSA with the conventional
food system. Daniel from Mylla when explaining how CSA was in line with his values he
contrasted it with the increasingly industrialised food systems:
Daniel: “The whole economic system has made the food system more
industrialized. Everything comes from further and further away and
it’s really anonymous and we have no control of what we put into
ourselves. […]”

The supermarket perspective which has already been brought up in 6.2.2 was something many
interviewees brought up. Many of them mentioned how members move away from this
supermarket perspective and adopt new mindsets around food by joining CSA. By reconnecting with their food and its production, people can be taken ‘out of their supermarket perspective’, as stated by Jen, appreciating vegetables in a new way. She continued by quoting Tom
from the Boerencompagnie, also been interviewed in this study, who had explained the effects
of CSA to her thus:
Jen: “People really learn to look differently at vegetables. [Tom]
said this is the big step you try to take, taking people out of their
consumer perspective, or supermarket perspective ”
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So not only do the interviewed farmers like to view food as more than a commodity, but also
their members, which is a shift they often experience by joining the CSA. Thus CSA farmers
see CSA as a step away from conventional commodification of food, though no farmers
phrased it in this exact way.

7.3. Sphere of influence of the global food system
In a previous section (6.2.3) I already shortly discussed how CSA practitioners see CSA as a
positive force for the future, and in this way can influence food production as a whole. In this
section I will discuss how CSA is influenced by the global food system. CSA functions on a
local scale and is in many ways separate from the global food system. A trade embargo or the
whims of supermarkets do not directly influence the operation of a CSA, for example.
However, it is hard to imagine that CSA is able to be totally unaffected by their context: they
operate on a local scale, but not in a vacuum. This sentiment was expressed by a couple of the
farmers. Tom: “We are part of the global food system but we are also separate, a little bit of
both”. This is what I call the grasp of the global food system. Below I identify two main arenas
where CSA and the global food system meet each other: agricultural policy and the economy.

7.3.1 Agricultural policy
Many farmers explain what they do in opposition to conventional farming and a farming policy based on subsidies. Some of the interviewees therefore took a markedly critical standpoint
when I asked them about agricultural policy. However, a common thread throughout the interviews was that most of the farmers did not involve themselves with agricultural policy. This
can best be illustrated by the fact that most farmers had little knowledge about, or did not
bother looking into, subsidies and regulations on a national and EU level. For instance Maaike
from Ons Logisch Voedsel remarked that they do not request subsidies at all and that they had
little knowledge about the legislation around agricultural subsidies. Some of the interviewed
farmers, as for example Tom from Boerencompagnie did receive some type of subsidies but
it was not a priority for them. Tom also expressed the same sentiment as Maaike (and most
other farmers I interviewed) around legislation, he does not know much about it:
Tom:“ I know so little about it. Really, I know almost nothing about
it. There are probably a lot of things to criticise, but I just don’t know
enough about it. We get subsidies, but we don’t seek out the limits.
We get them on what we produce and we accept them.”

The interviewees listed several reasons why they do not engage with agricultural policy. For
Maaike and Ole from Ons Logisch Voedsel it was a conscious choice to stay away from subsidies. They do not believe in subsidies in general, Maaike explained:
Maaike:“We have always felt like subsidies paint a false picture. We
just want what we do to be profitable, and that we can see: look, this
works. And if it’s not profitable, then we have to do something about
it, it is no use to try and correct it with subsidies.”

Some CSA farmers see subsidies in conventional agriculture as part of the problem of
conventional agriculture and thus it is as a form of criticism to be independent and
unsubsidised. The fact that the farmers are not rallying around and trying to change and protest
against policies, does not mean they agree with them. However, Tom from Boerencompagnie
feels like his energy is better spent elsewhere, namely working on his farm and being a positive
force:
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Tom: “ On my first folder I wrote ‘a positive alternative’, and that’s
still what I want to be. I don’t want to protest against things, that’s
why I don’t know anything about those policies, there are other
people who are very good at looking critically at those. I mainly want
to put my energy in the positive construction of a business that works
and in that way inspire people and show that it’s possible.”

Tom stresses that he prefers to build a business that works on its own, echoing Maaike’s
sentiment that a farm should be able to run without subsidies. European subsidies are mainly
based on farm size. For small farms with less than one or a couple of hectares, a commson
size for CSA farms, this translates in to subsidies too small to be significant. According to Jen
from De Witte Beek, the subsidies for organic agriculture have also become smaller and
smaller. Jen pointed out that since she is not dependent on subsidies for her livelihood (they
are too insignificant for her small farm in area size), she does ‘not have anything to do with’
the legislation:
Jen: “I don’t have anything to do with it in my experience as farmer.
Of course I have to take the fertilizer policies into account, but I don’t
live on European subsidies so in that way I really don’t involve myself
with it.”

The general consensus of the interviewed CSA farmers seems to be that agricultural policy is
not made for them; it does not apply to them as it is tailored to a more conventional type of
agriculture, using different methods and markets. So in a sense, these policies are in opposition
to the CSA form and its practices and does not endorse CSA farming. The farmers from
Rikkenstorp saw this lack of policy to encourage CSAs as a problem. Since they were also
participating in activist circles they were strongly invested in critique against agricultural
policy (unlike most of the other farmers I have interviewd). In their view, even though the
regulations and subsidies are not made for small-scale farmers they very much affect them.
Agricultural policy creates a context for all farmers: for example, subsidies greatly influence
the price of food on the market, which allows for lower prices for the consumer. Although
CSA farmers are not dependent on the market for their income, the market does influence their
operation, as will be discussed further down. As Joel from Rikkenstorp says, this puts CSA
farmers, or small-scale farmers too little to receive subsidies, at a disadvantage:
Joel: “Like we could argue that we are actually producing food like
anyone else, we want to compete with the same prices and subsidies
so we should also be allowed to get subsidies.”

Maria and Joel also see it as a problem that the CSA farmers are generally disinterested in
policy. They mentioned that farmers are often not aware where certain policies comes from.
They gave an example of farmers blaming EU legislation, but it actually being a decision
made on a national level. For them, small-scale farmers should be aware of this so that they
can petition the government for change, even within the frame of EU agricultural policy.
However, the disinterest goes two ways: the CSA farmers do not care much about policy, but
the policy makers also do not seem to care much about CSA or small-scale agriculture in
general. This was mentioned by a couple of farmers as discussed above. Joel and Maria’s
experiences with regional government was that they did not really understand the concept of
CSA:
Joel: “ They were at least nibbling on the concept but not really
understanding it.”

This comment was given while relating their experience from a meeting with local authorities
some years past. As discussed above, the farmers from Rikkenstorp also pointed out that
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policy is designed to focus on the middle sized farms or the big industrial farms. Policy makers
have a hard time changing their minds and viewing small-scale agriculture as an effective way
of food production, as Maria from Rikkenstorp explained:
Maria: “ … they [authorities, especially the regional ones]
traditionally have always focused on this middle segment.. So all
material and courses and everything they do is towards the middle.
But now they’re starting to realise that ‘hey there are no left here’
cause they’re all gone. It doesn’t work. But it’s so so hard for them to
think in new ways.”

Even though regional authorities give extra attention to middle-sized farms, as Maria points
out this does not work in practice as there are very few of these farms left. The trend is that
farmers deal with the economic insecurity by specialising and expanding in conventional agriculture as discussed in 6.2.1. The other option is rather to go small-scale and provide for the
local market with community support as the CSA farmers have done. That small-scale agriculture for CSA farmers is an efficient and viable way to produce food for local communities
however is not always accepted by authorities. Joel expressed this frustration of small-scale
producers during a conference with regional authorities in Sweden:
Joel: “ They are in a room with a 100 professional growers, that
actually make an income, and they still treat it as a hobby when they
talk to the people there doing it as a profession. By definition, in their
paper everything under 4 hectares is a hobby.. By definition, you’re
not a business, it’s hobby and they can’t shift their minds.”

Small-scale agriculture is not taken seriously by legislators. Maaike conveyed the same
sentiment for the Flemish case. Small-scale agriculture is automatically dismissed as an
inefficient way to feed the population, and legislation reflects this attitude. Until the perception
of policy makers on small-scale agriculture shifts, legislation will not change to favor it:
Maaike:“ That doesn’t mean that certain legislation couldn’t
stimulate small-scale agriculture, but then they first have to be
convinced of its usefulness. And for that there is still a long road
ahead I think. The inclination to expansion and scale up is still there
I think. Although in my opinion in the end small-scale agriculture is
more efficient.”

There is some progress however, in Flanders, where the government seems to be open to CSA.
In May 2019 it was announced that they will be subsidising CSA netwerk, the network for
CSA farms in Flanders, so that this organisation can employ someone full-time to promote
and increase awareness around CSA in Flanders (Vlaams infocentrum land- en tuinbouw
2019). This was also mentioned by Maaike as some hopeful progress of awareness on CSA
by authorities.

7.3.2 Economy
CSA farmers are not dependent directly on the global market for their income. Instead, they
receive their income straight from the consumer, unaffected by middlemen (and some also
combine it with other sources of income). However, that does not mean the global market does
not affect the operation of a CSA in certain ways, which I will discuss in the present section.
The basic concept of the CSA model is that the farmer’s income is independent from the
harvest and should translate to the amount of work they have put in. However, work and
income are not always in balance as many intervewees pointed out. Some farmers try and
correct this by looking for ways to be more efficient, or by avoiding planting very labourintensive crops. However, in the spring and summer farmers have to put it a lot of hours to
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manage the farm. It was during these most busy seasons I visited farms and conducted
interviews, and I got to see this fervour of labour with my own eyes. Some CSA farmers I
contacted also declined an interview because they simply did not have the time to participate.
During our interview Tom from Boerencompagnie, which is one of the larger CSA in my
study, he described how he had worked from 7 am till 10 pm the last 10 days, a common
occurrence for him during summer.
An option for CSA farmers to improve the balance between amount of labour and income is
to change the income part by asking for a higher price for a share. This is not always easy,
firstly because people when they enter a CSA they tend to do so with a “consumer/supermarket
perspective” as was discussed on Chapter 6.2.2. Jen developed this further in relation to
economy saying how members gradullay change their perspective:
Jen: “So in the beginning it is more that consumer perspective: ‘what
does it cost compared to what I pay for vegetables in the shop’, that
is the calculation they are trying to make. In the introduction I join
that discussion, I say ‘the people who come harvest regularly say that
it is cheaper than buying in the organic supermarket’ etc. That’s just
the language and perspective that people practise when they consider
joining.”

The price of a share of the harvest is an important factor when people decide to sign up, taking
supermarkets prices as a baseline. In that way CSA is tied to supermarket prices, the CSAs
cannot go significantly above supermarket prices because then recruiting members and filling
up shares would become more difficult. Tom from Boerencompagnie when asked about how
independent CSAs were from the conventional agricultural market confirmed that they are
separate but went on explaining;
Tom: “ But you’re not completely separate, I mean if our prices
would be twice as much as the conventional economy, we can forget
it. We have to work very efficiently to be able to participate.”

Tom went on explaining how they didn’t have difficulties finding members now and could fill
all their shares because prices were comparable, but if their prices were significantly higher
than in the supermarket, it would be much more difficult to find members.
CSA farmers are also reluctant to take out higher prices for other reasons besides the
competition from the commercial markets. Many CSA farmers engage in this form for social
and ethical reasons and they are reluctant to set price that would make their products available
only for affluent people. Maria from Rikkenstorp told a story from another CSA farm in the
south of Sweden (many CSA farmers know each other and share experiences with each other
on a national level) where the farmers gave their members a look into their personal finances,
showing where the money was going:
Maria: “… they were angry, the members, because they realized ‘you’re actually not getting enough pay’. And they were
like: ‘Come on, what are you doing? We counted on that you
had enough money, cause that’s why we choose this model and
we realise now that you don’t, so why don’t you ask more money
of us?’”
So members are often willing to pay more to give the farmer a fair wage, if they choose the
model for ethical reasons. Still, farmers can be hesitant to charge higher prices in CSA, this
phenomenon is further discussed in Galt (2013) ‘The Moral Economy Is a Double-edged
Sword: Explaining Farmers' Earnings and Self-exploitation in Community-Supported Agriculture’. Another factor is the fact that with CSA you have to pay upfront what makes a
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difference, because this means people have to lay down a big sum of money. This is
psychologically different than paying small amounts throughout the year (as is the case in the
commercial food market system). Paying upfront can be difficult financially for some people.
This was a problem that Maaike from Ons Logisch Voedsel was especially concerned about,
their shares are at €500 or €800, which can be a lot of money to pay in one go. For this reason
Ons Logisch Voedsel has a couple of members who have been allowed to make installments
throughout the year, as they could not afford to pay their share in one sum.
So CSA tries to get out of the commodified global food system in different ways. It succeeds
partly, but is however not able to do so completely. It stays within the sphere of the global
food system due to the overarching power of the market and market-thinking, even in ethically
minded people.
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8. Discussion: CSA as a decommodifying practice

8.1. Three branches of decommodification
Throughout this thesis I explore commodification and its countermovement decommodification in the food system. In the last two chapters I examined the personal choice of the interviewed CSA farmers for the CSA model, how they perceive CSA in society, how they perceive it to be different from the conventional food system and lastly how they interact within
the sphere of the conventional system. In this discussion chapter I will circle back to the idea
of decommodification, put it front and centre and discuss how CSA practices and its effects
go against the logic of commodification, and are in that way a decommodifying practice. I
define three branches of decommodification: economic, social and environmental, based on
the insights gained from the interviews.

8.1.1. Economic branch
Ole: “How do we trade with each other? That is the source of most
problems in the world in my opinion. How we trade is at the source.
(…) The way we do that is no longer logical, driven by money, by
profit, by personal gain and not by common good, a sense of responsibility toward the environment, the planet and other people.
And that’s something that should switch.”

This is a quote from Ole from Ons Logisch Voedsel. He stressed the importance of this economic branch. For him this was one of the easiest ways to make people aware of the problems
of the current food system, to tell the economic story. The economic story shows clearly that
things do not add up, according to Ole. Economically, the CSA model rejects the commodification logic by firstly its primary setup, sharing risk and benefits among the community, secondly by creating its own local market in that farmers are able to gain some independence
from the global market and thirdly by opening up the agricultural sector for new farmers.

Sharing risk and benefits
Spreading the risk over the community and sharing the benefits related to agriculture is a
centre pillar in CSA. This goes radically against the commodification logic. As discussed in
chapter 2, commodification focusses on the exchange value of food, the profit it generates on
the market is central. Taking financialisation as an example, as described in 3.4, financial
investors speculating on food prices focus on carrying as little risk as possible, and reaping as
much of the benefits as possible, which in their case is financial gain and not being fed. In
CSA instead, reciprocity is central in the farmer-eater partnership.

Creation of a local market
Every CSA farm creates its own market for their products by selling shares to members. As
mentioned by some farmers this was an important reason to choose for the CSA model. It
generates fairer prices for their products and labour by cutting out middle men and makes it
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possible to make a living without subsidies. As mentioned by several farmers, subsidies favour
and thus encourage bigger farms producing for the world market. By creating their own market, which is very local, and community based, farmers gain independence from the commodified world market.

New farmers
As discussed in chapter 7, CSA is a way for farmers to get started in the agricultural sector
with less obstacles than conventional farming. Several farmers mentioned this during the interviews, many of them being a living example as it is common for CSA farmers to have no
prior ties to agriculture. The logic of commodification has driven farmers to specialise and
consolidate to keep up with the cheapness of food, as is also reflected in subsidy policies,
resulting in the steady decline of the number of farmers in the EU. CSA decommodifies by
offering possible new farmers a model and platform to start a new farm less affected by commodification.

8.1.2. Social branch
Socially, CSA goes against the commodification logic through the creation of community and
direct contact between farmer and eater. CSA is based on the collaboration of these two actors.
This thesis focussed on the farmers, as it is them who spend most of their time and effort into
the CSA project. The member’s perspective, however, would still be an interesting angel to
explore further, as they too are essential to make CSA work. Through the relationship of
farmer and eater reciprocal commitment, awareness on the eater’s part and respect for the
farmer, their work and products, is cultivated.

Connection & commitment
CSA creates connection and commitment between farmer and eater. In the conventional system the two are most often thousands of kilometres apart, with several middle men in between,
constructing food as an anonymous commodity on a supermarket shelf. The reinstallation of
communication between farmer and eater, and also the setup of the CSA model, establishes
commitment. This commitment comes from both sides, the farmer commits to providing fresh
food for their members, while members commit by paying upfront for a share of the harvest.

Awareness & respect
CSA increases the awareness of the consumer around their consumption. They visit the farm
and lands where the food they eat is produced, they have conversations with the farmer who
produces the food, and in the case of self-harvest, they put on their boots and do the last step
of food production themselves. As mentioned throughout the interviews, this is a very educational experience for consumers who are used to have little idea where their food came from
and by whom it’s cultivated. Illustrated with quotes in the previous chapters, especially by Jen
from De Witte Beek, this awareness around food makes consumers look past the price of food,
bringing other dimensions of food and food production into view and is thus decommodifying.
Lifting food out of the one-dimensional perspective given by commodification, puts the usevalue of food back on the forefront: to nourish and feed the community. Food is no longer
only defined by its economic value to generate profit and price. This in turn generates more
respect for the farmer as the person in charge for cultivating this valuable product and whose
work they can see with their own eyes.
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8.1.3. Environmental branch
Jen:“ I also just find it strange to call a farmer a producer. I’m not a
producer. I’m a farmer and it’s nature who produces, I just guide the
process.”

This quote of Jen from De Witte Beek illustrates her perspective on nature in agriculture. This
is a very different view from the one illustrated by commodification. Especially in industrial
agriculture, as discussed in 3.1, nature is something that needs to be controlled and simplified,
for example by replacing ecological processes by external inputs. As a general rule CSA farms
are organic, but some farmers interviewed for this project asserted they go further than the
rules related to the organic label. Several of the interviewed farmers collaborated with neighbouring farms to get access to local manure to fertilise fields and talked about their journey of
revitalizing exhausted soils. According to Urgenci, the international network for community
supported agriculture, farming in environmentally conscious ways is a ‘natural outgrowth’ of
CSA, as it is model that focusses on cooperation, between people, but also with nature
(Urgenci n.d.). Besides this, the income security and stable prices that come with CSA can
give the farmer the breathing room needed to adapt to more environmental practices, as came
up in the interviews. In conventional farming, farmers can get stuck with high investment
costs and are unable to switch to more sustainable practices because of the pressure to keep
their head afloat. This was brought in the interviews, as well as illustrated in 3.1.

8.3 The future of CSA as a decommodifying practice
What is the future of CSA? CSA is a relatively young movement with a lot of space to grow.
Is it able to outgrow its local scale without losing its decommodifying characteristics? Is
Community Supported Agriculture able to make an impact on a bigger scale? These are all
interesting questions for further research. CSA is not yet a household name. It is still a bit of
a niche concept, not very well known by the general population. It seems to be gaining some
steam in Flanders right now, which might also happen in Sweden as previously mentioned. I
discussed the future of CSA with the farmers as well, asking how they saw the development
of CSA, past just their own farm. Several points were made by them: on one hand there is the
issue of competition. Right now, in neither of my cases (Flanders and Sweden) had CSA farms
begun to compete with each other for members. However, concentrations of CSAs are
forming around certain Flemish cities, and some of the Flemish farmers expressed that there
sometimes was some nervousness when a new CSA would open in the vicinity of another one.
It is interesting to consider what would happen if CSAs began to compete with each other –
would the principles of the market take over again? Or would they be able to find a way to
cooperate instead? It is a path that would remind of what some researchers call the
conventionalisation thesis of organic agriculture. This debated thesis proposes that organic
agriculture, starting off as an oppositional movement, has become conventionalised resulting
in large specialised farms and close ties to agribusiness, differing little from the convention it
originally opposed (Best 2007, Lockie & Halpin 2005). Some farmers were not too worried
about competition within CSA, stating that there are a lot of people that need food, and there
are still a lot of potential members out there as CSA is still quite unknown. There is still a lot
of space for CSA to grow. It would be an interesting topic to be examined and discussed in
further research.
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Another point is that CSA does not need to function on a big scale to be valuable. As proposed
by Anna Tsing’s theory of nonscalability, some things are not meant to be scaled up or cannot
be scaled up without losing its defining characteristics (Tsing 2017, Tsing 2019). According
to Tsing (2017) progress can look differently and can be measured by other factors rather than
scale (Tsing 2017). The eagerness to scale up and expand is closely related to the ethos of
industrialisation and thus commodification (Tsing 2017, Tsing 2019). It is in that way not
unjustified to hypothesise that CSA is not very scalable without degrading its decommodifying
properties. This question, CSA and (non)scalability, would be another interesting take for
future research. CSA might only function on its own local scale, however it does not stand
alone. There are other initiative out there, or future initiatives possible, that are different from
CSA but still work towards a similar goal, possibly in different sections of the food system.
CSA is just one amongst decommodifying practices that together challenge the global food
system. CSA by itself might challenge the global market economy by showing an alternative,
and inspiring others, but it is not an active obstacle to it as CSA does not replace it completely.
Most CSA farms only offer vegetables and some fruit. And as some farmers also pointed out,
they are not against people consuming coffee and bananas, and for people to have access to
such food products in Flanders or Sweden. A global trade is neccesary for this. CSA and the
global food market can coexist and there is plenty of space in the global food system for other
practices that aim to decommodify food and put food’s ‘to feed’ value first.
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9. Summary and conclusions

I started this thesis off with an exploration of commodification. Commodification in the normative sense is a process of narrowing of the meaning and status of food through reduction
and construction. Food is reduced to and constructed to be a mere commodity. I identified four
distinct but interrelated processes that drive commodification of food and are in turn driven
by commodification. Starting with the industrialisation of agriculture, the expansion of the
global food trade and influence of the market under trade liberalisation, the concentration of
power of big corporations as middlemen in food value chains and finally the incorporation of
food in finance. I have already touched upon this issue, but it is important to stress how the
five processes are connected and reinforce each other. Industrialisation fuels corporatisation
by making food production dependent on the provision of industrial inputs and technology
held by corporations. Trade liberalisation has further enabled corporatisation as states step
back and facilitate the growing power of TNC’s in the food system. Industrialisation goes
hand in hand with financialisation, as farmers do not have the capital to pay for capitalintensive industrial machinery and inputs, they have to borrow money to finance industralising
their farms. The historical process of commodification shows how the food system has been
shaped by technological, institutional and paradigmatic changes.
The result has been a food system which has been both successful but also a failure. More
food than ever is produced on earth, and food has become cheaper than ever for many households. However certain externalities have been taken out of the equation, revealing the true
cost of food to be higher than which is currently being paid. These sometimes hidden environmental and social costs firstly undermine the food system’s ability to provide food for
future generations but are also costs who already today are being paid by vulnerable groups
and tax payers in general. The market has proven to be an unreliable governor of food production, distribution and consumption.
The theory of a double movement, defined by Polanyi, calls for a counter movement against
pervasive commodification in society. This simply put is decommodification, movements to
reduce the scope and influence of the market. I put Community Supported Agriculture forward
as an initiative that could be a decommodifying force. I illustrate this with three branches
where CSA goes against the logic of commodification based on insights from interviews with
CSA farmers: economically, socially and environmentally. CSA runs on principles that contrast with the market economy. As with other local food initiatives and most alternative food
networks, CSA takes out the middlemen and forms direct relationships between food producers and consumers. What sets CSA apart, however, is the close involvement and commitment
of the consumer (Zerbe 2019). In the first place, consumers commit by paying in advance,
most often for an entire year, for a share of the harvest. Secondly, in most cases, consumers
have to go to the farm to pick up or even harvest their products: reinforcing the relationship
with the origins of their food and the people who produce it (Zerbe 2019). Risks and benefits
are shared between the farmer and consumer, generating a model that is based on solidarity,
trust and transparency. This challenges ‘the idea of food system as based on competition and
food prices as based on market dynamics’ (Zerbe 2019). Decommodifying food is an
important step towards an healthy and sustainable food system.
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Appendix 1: Interview Guide

Section 1 – General Information about the CSA farm & motivation
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

When did you start this CSA farm?
Did you farm before? Through more ‘conventional’ channels?
Did you have another job before, not related to farming?
Why did you choose CSA? What is the motivation behind it? How did you find out about it?
How did it emerge from idea into reality (Are there persons/events particularly important in
this process?)
Have the motivations and goals changed?
How do you distribute food to your members? (packages or self-harvest or …)

Section 2 – Members
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

How many members do you have? Is there space for more or full capacity?
Who are your members? Mainly families? Older people? Young people?
Which methods do you use to gain members? How do people find you?
How is the process of gaining members? (A lot of turn-over? Quickly? Slowly? …)
Do you know why people join the CSA? What is the main motivation?
Do you have meetings with your members? Do you organize other activities?

Section 3 – The farm
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

What are the challenges running the farm?
What are the main challenges of CSA compared to more conventional agriculture?
How could the main obstacles be removed/made better in your opinion?
What are the main opportunities of CSA compared to more conventional agriculture?
What kind of crops do you grow and how do you make these selections?
Do you keep livestock, why (not)?
How do you farm? Do you follow certain methods (organic, biodynamic, permaculture etc.)?
Where do you get your seeds (and other inputs) from?

Section 4 – Relationship with other actors in the food system
⁃
⁃
⁃

What is your relationship with supermarkets?
What is your relationship with more conventional farmers?
Do you come in contact with agribusiness or big food or have you in the past?
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⁃
⁃
⁃

Do you work together with other (CSA) farms? Are you part of a bigger organization?
Do you receive subsidies from the government/EU?
How/if do regulations from the EU / government affect operations on the farm?

Section 5 – (De)commodification
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
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What values do you relate with CSA?
Do you see CSA as a form of decommodification?
Do you see CSA as a commons?
How do you define food?
I’ve given you a short description of commodification (as I use it in my thesis) are you concerned about that?
How does your farm relate to commodification?
Do you see yourself as a grassroots initiative? Do you feel like you're going against the
stream?
How do you relate yourself to the global food market / global food system? Are you a part of
it? Do you see yourself as separate?
What do you think about local food (is it the only way, in combination with global food?
What is its value in society?)
Is CSA more than ‘just’ local food?
How do you view the impact of what you do? Do you experience/notice it?
Do you think it’s possible to scale up CSA? Do you think it could be competitive with the
global market (or does competing mean to become part of it)?
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